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Of the small group of poets9 dramatists s and wits 
that frequented the Court of Charles II, John Wilmot9 Earl 
of Eoohester has achieved the greatest fame, "both for the 
quality of his verse and the manner of his life0 Scholars 
have long acknowledged the /beauty of his lyrics 9 but his 
satires have been aimosl totally neglected, with the 
notable exception of the Satyr against Mankind0 In the 
limited amount of criticism" that has been done on the 
satiresg scholars have traditionally confined themselves 
to general appreciative statements, noting that Eoohester 
seems indebted to the philosophy of Thomas Hobbes for 
much of his thought*
' Other strains of. seventeenth century thought are,
however, observable in Rochester^s satires, though these 
have been largely ignored. When considered in relation to 
the Hobbism these elements render the satires much more 
complex than is commonly believed. It is the purpose of 
this study to identify some of the elements contributing to 
the content of the satires, and to examine the nature of 
the resulting complexity.

Although the complete Rochester canon is not as yet 
esablished, the authenticity of the selected satires to be



ooBsldered here has been firmly established, and is attested 
by such prominent Rochester scholars as Vivian de Sola Pinto, 
David Mo Vieth, and John Harold Wilsoho -
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T3M lillBRf ip MGESROWI1 - -

In M s  funeral sermon for John Wllmot,. Earl of 
Rochester,, preached at Spllshury In Oxfordshire on 
August g, 1680, the Reverend Soteert Parsons, chaplain to 
the 33owager=0ountess of Rochester, seized every opportunity 
to denounce what he viewed as the growing atheism of the 
age. Accordingly he amplified his aptly chosen text—
Luke xv:7, "I say to you that, even so, there will he joy 
in heaven over one sinner who repents, more than over ninety- 
nine just who have no need of repentance"--hy drawing upon 
the Earl8s life $ on his death-hed, Parsons said, Rochester 
declared that the %hsurd and foolish philosophy, jrhigh the 
world so much admired, propagated hy Mr0- Hohbs and others,
had undone him, and many more, of the best parts in the

1Eation." Twelve years later, in his brief biography of 
Rochester , Anthony a Wood gave support to Parsans 8 stste-

A Sermon Preached at the Funeral of the Rt.
Honorable John Eay.l ̂ ef Roehester,--"'Who- li&d~ at Woodstock-
Shire. August 9. By Robert ParsonsAM.A.. Ghaplain to the 
Risht Honorable Anne Oountess-Dowager Of Rochester (Oxford,. j ^ oj s po 26o —  — —  , -

1 i



" : : . 8 meats Eoehester, after reeeiving M s  Moi-0 from Oxford3
6,traTelied into France and Italy, and at his return fre
quented the Court, which not only debauched him but made

' ■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ g . " ' ’him a perfect Hobbist * 0. » =M Thus began the identifica
tion of Rochester’s behavior and poetry with the philosophical 
principles of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury, an identification 
developed in almost all Rochester scholarship to .date,
Vivian de Sola Pinto, Rochester's principle recent biographer, 
for.example, epitomized the Earl3b life as the ^intellectual 
experiment of returning to Hobbes fs “State of Hature 0,66 
and virtually every Eochester scholar agrees with W,
Courthope in concluding that Eochester "puts forward his 
principles', moral and .religious, » « « with living force
and pungency, showing in every line how eagerly he. has

- —  ■ ■ • ' .  ■ : • . ' r ; ' • ■ A  • . : • /  'imbibed the opinions of Hobbes0" Certainly Eochester had
opportunity for the closest personal contact with Hobbes,
for when Eochester was presented at Court in 1665 and
continued there among Charles II8s wits, Hobbes, who had

: .. , ^Athenae Oxonienses (2nd ed„i London, 1721j, vol.
Il, ? col.; EgiT . " . ■ -

w'- - :1 ' ■ ': : ' ■: * 5"The Poetry of John Wilmot, Earl of Eochester61
Essays by Livers Hands, new series, XIII(1934), p. 118= ,
This thesis'̂ Is" fully developed in Pinto ?s later biography
Eochester: Portrait of a Eestoration Poet (London, 1935)«

History of English Poetry (London, 1903), vol.in, :. - ^



formerly tutored Charles, was virtually the court philosopher
and, according to John Aubrey, "the witts „ * 0 were wont
to bayte him „ >. « and the King would call him the Be are»88 ̂
The young Rochester must surely have joined in this halting,
and through personal exehanges reinforced the Hobhsean
ideas already absorbed from his reading of Hobbes ®s books

6in his early youth.
. Critics have been quick to point out in Rochester's 

satires the numerous echoes as well as some forthright state
ments of .Hobbesean thought, but until recently they have not 
pointed out that the satires contain much more than Hobbism 
and that often even the Hobbism Is diluted or tempered by 
other strains of seventeenth century thought. It is the 
purpose of this study to analyze five of Rochester®s most 
Important satires— • MAn Epistolary Essay from M.G. to O.B. 
upon Their Mutual Poems,w 8fin Allusion to Horace, the 10th 
Satyr of the 1st Book,M A Better from Artemisa in the Sown 
t# Cloe in the Country, A Satyr against Mankind, and Upon 
Nothing— and to identify the important elements in them, 
ranging from the frequently suggested Hobbism to the widely 
disregarded consequences of Rochester ffs adoption of classical 
satiric conventions, and thus to ipmon&trate specifically 
both that RochesterBs satires are more complex than is

^Aubrey8 s ed. Oliver laws on Dick
(London,. T950)s~ o  152. "

^See Pinto, Rochester^ p. 29.



commonly believed and what the nature of the complexity is.
It would be unjust, however, to categorically accuse 

all Rochester criticism of such a failure, for in the past 
three decades scholars have increasingly acknowledged the 
complexity of Rochester8s life and thought. Perhaps the 
credit for this realization belongs primarily to modern 
biographers, for in dispelling the two myths of "rake" and 
"convert" which have clung to the poet 9s reputation for 
several .centuries they prompted, the critics to re
examine the poetry and reconsider traditional evaluations 
and commentaries. Rochester emerged from this re-examination 
as a more integrated and complex■personality than previous 
scholarship had adjudged and as the author of some sensitive 
poetry, complex in its thought. Yet modern critics have 
confined their efforts almost exclusively to reappraisals 
of, the Satyr against Mankind in the light of the new and 
broader view of Rochester, almost totally neglecting his 
•other satires. $he result of the hew efforts, though 
limited in their scope, is typified by. one recent statement 
that the "question of Rochester9s indebtedness to Hobbes or

. 1 Of special merit are the works of Pinto already
cited plus his article "John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester, and 
the Bight Veihe of Satire," EsSays and Studies, new series, 
¥1(1953), '56-70 and the introduction to his edition of the 
poems, Poems by John Wilmot Earl of Rochester (Cambridge,
Mass., 1953) #« Also worthy of mention is the “introduction to 
She Rochester-Savile letters,- 1671-1680, ed. John Harold 
w u s  on o lum ous, iy4i)7 , . . . . . : .  .



' ' ' Qanyone else1’ is perhaps Insolulale „ ” or, as stated, more 
affirmatively by G0 Fo Mains that Rochester8s thought is 
”a eompound of Hobhesean materialism and naturalism with 
tinctures of epicureanism and libertinism,

Professor Main8s statement is especially significant 
for it reveals the difficulty encountered in terminology by 
modern critics who attempt to elucidate the complex thought 
of Rochester8s satires =• OSitics quite naturally tend to 
use familiar labels <, to categorize his thought in terms of 
known philosophical systems, just as Wood first labeled 
Rochester the ’’perfect HobliSt0 M But Professor Main8s 
statement is significant for more than its.Use of the 
terminology now common to Rochester scholarship, for he 
uses these terms with unusual precision and is largely 
correct, in his summary of Rochester8s thoughto ,

The phrase ’’Hobbsean materialism and naturalism” 
is immediately understood by those familiar with the general 
principles underlying Hobbes 8s philosophical system, and 
especially with his leviathan and treatise on Human Mature g

Q  ' " . 'Thomas H0 Fujimura, ’’Rochester’s 8Satyr against 
.Mankind8 f an Analysis s ” Studies in Philology, IN(1958)
P O 590 » ■ ' . ' ' - V

^”The Right Telne of Rochester’s Satyr,” Issays in 
Literary History, edo Rudolf Kirk and Go F, Main (Hew 
Brunswick, H. JF, i960), p. 109,



key smomary passages illustrating .'So-tibes's "materialism and. 
naturalism will be frequently quoted In the following pages, 
and tke terms need not detain us here. Of more immediate 
importanoe is an understanding of the Restoration meaning of 
1,epieureanlsm8r and of "libertinism," the latter encompassing 
the former. ;;

. libertine, thought dominated a large part of Restora
tion 'conduct and literature but a simple definition of 
libertinism, if possible at all, would be of little value 
tfo thiS' study. A summary, however, may be attempted, then /• 
expanded upon where necessary. Libertine thought flourished 
in franee .in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries and quiekly spread into England, long before the 
Restoration of Charles II. Such works as Irancois (3-arasse 8s 
La Doctrine curleuse des beaux esprits de ce temps, the 
louveau ffestln He Pierre of 01aud.e La Rose, sieur de Rosimond, 
the anonymous Les Quatrains du heiste. and the writings of 
Iheophile de Viau may be mentioned as typical of the movement, 
and as indicative of its prominence and pervasiveness in 
seventeenth century France. And the same prominence is 
evident in England slightly later, especially in the drama, 
in such works as fhomas Shadwell^s Libertine, Edward Reynell8s 
Advice against Libertinism, and SIr George Etherege"s Man of 
Mode. Ihe fact that it appears primarily in drama illustrates 
an important characteristic of libertinism—»it was a popular



'7 0 * ' 'tradition ratlier than a learned one = While, these works
do reflect a rather persistent hodj of thought, the ideas 
presented were never organized into an exact system, the 
concern heing more with attitudes and modes of behavior«, 
With the caution of possible ''misleading gravity” Professor 
Underwood states that libertinism can best be called a 
"Way of life," Being a popular tradition the ideas of 
libertinism suffer from the blurred and eclectic character 
of popular thought, and it is with this limitation in mind 
that we must approach, a synthesis of it0 
' J Philosophically the libertine was a skeptic and 
denied the power of man to conceive oorrdotly of reality 
through his reason. Hence he rejected the Renaissance con
cept of universal order and the place and purpose of man in 
the chain of being. In the libertine view man should trust 
to his own natural impulses and desires, the inherent 
"reasonable" dictates of "Maturef" and in this equating of 
man$s purpose with the satisfaction of the senses the 
libertine was hedonistic, an "Epicurean." Observing that 
human laws and institutions varied with changes in society, 
the libertine considered them as mere customs and rejected 
them as opposed to Nature and "right reason," as, indeed,

“M f̂or this and much of the following discussion of 
libertinism I am indebted to Bale Underwood 8s excellent 
discussion in his book Etherege and the Seventeenth-Qenturv Gomedy of Manners (New Haven, lybY),. pp. iu-4-v. .

11 ' : ' ’ . -; :Underwood, p. 12. •



■ " ■ ' ' ; • . ■ : 8 
he re3eeted most of the inheritance from the $>ast« fhus 
for the libertine the great watchwords became Nature and 
Reason, a Nature characterized by ^freedom66 and "pleasure," 
and a Reason reduced to a special kind of empirical common 
sense and limited to the Immediate and practical world of 
human behavior and institutions, divorced from any speculative
■ ' - ' IP . . • ' ' ' ' - ' -r .ratiominative role.

fhe. core of libertine thought can, then, be histor
ically described as a combination of (1) skepticism, (2) 
Epicureanism, and (3) a belief in the opposition of nature 
and custom, that is, a type of naturalism or primitivism.
But this is to approach it in the manner most conducive 
to verbal description, breaking the whole into its parts and 
labeling each for an easier approach to analysis0 The 
underlying unity of the' whole was the 'libertine8s determined 
revolt against the strictures imposed by the orthodox ethical 
thought of his day, and his equally strong opposition to 
contemporary epistemologieal positions, desiring to supplant 
complex theoretical speculation with a more simplified 
order based on natural observable principles. In this 
twofold opposition the negative revolt against contemporary 
morality often assumes, the dominant historical position, and

*^See TJnderwood, p, 14, r



tke li'bertine appears at times to have had no purpose in . ■
adopting certain philosophical and ethical positions, other 
than to shook conventional thought, or at least to hinder 
its progress „ This is ithe historical face the movement often 
preseat8--an anarchistic revolt against morality. But a close 
examination of the libertine movement in both its action 
and literature reveals a complementary motivating force 
equally strong, hut less anarchic— the,desire to find and 
propagate a simpler philosophic order, one whose principles 
could he quickly verified hy man"s common sense as heing 
consistent with nature. :

In his opposition to the progress of. orthodox ration
alist thought the lihertine borrowed freely from two. sources 
to justify his actions and arguments. Often he chose those 
aspects of orthodox thought which, by over-emphasis and distort- 
tiom, could be made to serve his purposes, then used these against 
the orthodoxy from which they derived, as in his distorted use 
of hmmanistic thought. Just as often he turned to past 
philosophies and used their arguments, with or without 
distortion as best served his purposes, as in his adoption 
of Gynic naturd&ism..- The result of the libertiness efforts, 
rather ironically, was only the replacement of one set of 
dogmas by another lust as rigid| once the libertine adopted 
a concept he committed himself wholeheartedly to promulgating 
and practicing it.. - Sometimes the doctrines he adopted 
Breved incompatible with one another when pressed to their



: ■ . ; - ■■ ' • ' ■ 10 ■ 
logigal comGlnsioBS, and this led to disillusionment<> Being
fundamentally opposed to the dominant trends of thought of
the day the libertine movement was, of eourse, doomed to
failure hy its very nature.. But in its prime the movement
Became a sizaMe tradition in itself, especially in the
upper classes, and of great significance in the overall
movement of seventeenth century thought„ ,

.It is evident from the brief summary above that the
three philosophic lines of thought--Epicureanism, skepticism,
and a type of primitivism or naturalism--became, when adopted
by the lihertine, rather blurred and intermingledo To under#
stand the significance of libertinism in the Restoration,
and especially in the Court circle, it is necessary that we
first understand how this confluence, developed. It is only
by examining more closely the three dominant sources of
libertine thought, noting its aSdifications of them, and
viewing the resultant whole in the context of the more-
orthodox thought of the seventeenth century, that we can
beginsto understand and appreciate Rochestercs satires and
his place in Restoration literature, While such an examination
may not be viewed by all scholars with equal enthusiasm,
few would deny Its value, as Louis I, Bredvoid’s excellent
study of Bryden’s intellectual milieu has certainly demonstrated
in an introductory statement to his study Bredvoid summarizes '



11
the need and value of this approach^ especially in studies 
of seventeenth century literaturer

If the study of the history of ideas is to illuminate 
literature, it must concern itself not only with those 
.major developments •which attained a high degree of 
clarity and consistency, hut also with those which 
to the philosopher seem second-rate and immature, even 
those which he would discard as mere unphilosophical prejudiceSoi^i V

In the course of this examination we may also come to
appreciate the efforts of modern Rochester scholars, and
to regard their occasional attempts at over-simplification
with more sympathyo

The Libertine and Epicureanism

In his opposition to the predominant ethics of 
“virtue,? of his age, the libertine developed a hedonistic
ethics based on the popular misconception that Epicurus had

  ' /  • • 1 4  "regarded pleasure as the summum bonum of life0 The stress
of Epicurean epistemology upon the senses as a source of
knowledge andgaeerltePion of judgment appealed strongly to
the libertine®s desire for a simple natural order, and lent
support to his opposition to philosophical speculation; His
denial of the ability of reason to perceive a fixed order in

^Ihe Intellectual Milieu of John Dryden (Ann Arbor, 
1934)j, P»  -■“'■■■...; -

14 -- 1 ': 'Eor Epicurus the summum bonum was life itself; for 
a discussion of the semantic origin of this misconception see 
Horman Wentworth BeWitt, Epicurus aud His Philosophy 
(Minneapolis, 1954), pp0 o ,



,She universe led logically to a denial of any-absolute

justice or law; orthodox morality could then be dismissed 
as mere custom, religion attacked as superstition, and, 
like the followers of Epicurus, the libertine could justify 
his withdrawal from the-duties and activities of citizen
ship. fhe;: stress upon the senses as a source of knowledge 
and criterion, of judgment easily led to an ethics of sensual
ism, and to freedom from many of the restrictions of orthodox 
morality, ■ While the lihertine use of Epicurean thought 
involved ohvipus distortions, it was possible to cite 
numerous passages from the writings of Epicurus which, out 
of context,■ gave authority to libertine beliefs. Thus the 
libertine found support for his dictum to "follow Naturen ̂ 
in the statement: "We must not violate nature, but obey
her; and we shall obey her if we fulfill the necessary 
desires and also the physical.,l Furthermore, by a curious 
distortion of intention the libertine could find support 
for his concern with the physical appetites and passions in ■ 
the humanism of the Renaissance and the seventeenth century. The 
humanist was concerned with the "whole man,H as contrasted 
to the ascetic and spiritual preoccupations of the medieval 
Christian tradition and, when occasion arose, the libertine 
did not hesitate to claim a similar concern, thus ironically

^ Ipicurus. The Extant Remains, ed. Cyril Bailey 
(London, 1926), Fragment 21, p. 109>



justifying his stress upon the physical desires in terms ©f
the prevailing morality against which he was, for Ahe most

'16 ■" : ‘ ' ‘ 'part, in revolt.

; The Idhertine and Naturalism

• The naturalism observable in libertine thought, as 
with its elements of Epicureanism, was not confined solely 
within the libertine tradition either in its origins or 
later developments but can be found in much of the lltera- 

/ ture of the seventeenth century. In his article on the 
naturalism of DonneProfessor Bredvold has shown that in 
many of his early love poems Bonne advanced a norm of 
Nature as guide'which stands in opposition to custom, that 
is, to the authority of society and its accepted code of 
morality based upon the Jus natural© or universal "law of 
Nature,11 the conventionally accepted basis of morality 
since classical times. This particular tradition of 
naturalism, Bredvold points out, was derived from "the 
confluence of many currents of thought, medieval and classical,

See Underwood, p. 16.
^Louis I. Bredvold, "The Naturalism of Bonne in 

Relation to Some Renaissance Traditions," JBSP, XXII(1923), 
471-502. ' ,



"but he does not explore fully the specific sources in 
classical primitivism.

One important source, which may appear at first surpris 
lug, was the primitivistic teaching and practices of the Oynics 
In most respects the Oynics espoused aa"hard?' type of primitiv
ism, in contrast to the "soft" Golden Age type"which the 
lihertine Bostalglcaliy admired> yet the Oyniei "hard" prim
itivism had definite hedonistic aspects. These the libertine 
adopted, ignoring the mere rigoristic aspects which tended to 
support Ohristian asceticism. Mortification of the flesh 
and the natural desires of the body was not a characteristic 
of Oynic teaching; rather the desires of the body were regarded 
as "natural" and one c#uld follow Mature in the Oynics6 terms

- - p-|only by gratifying these desires freely, but not excessively. 
Freedom in gratifying the senses was justified by the Oynics 
as bfelgg necessary to the development of the whole "natural 
man." In their view of natural man as essentially good the 
appetites were given free rein and love between the sexes 
viewed as simply one of these natural appetites,

IQ ' • • ‘See Underwood, p. 18.
For these distinctions and the hedonistic aspects 

of Oynic thought see Arthur 0. lovejoy and George Boas, 
Primitivism and Related Ideas in Antiquity (Baltimore, 1935),
ppr^roriio^i^:':' '’Vl'   J r,...

^^See Lovejoy and Boas, pp. 128-129,



; ' . . ; 15 
In this respects and many othersg man"8 nature was regarded
,as not essentially different from that of the heast. In such
an interpretation of “following HatureH the Oynics under-
standahly.found themselves in opposition to the “artificial"
restrictions of customs and contemporary ethics0 It is
here, as Professor Underaood 'notes, “in the fully developed
nnd Intransigent primitiviem of the Cynics that the
opposition as later Propounded by the libertine is most

"'' ’-v.-'-vv -/ oo - ;" ■' ’' ’ categorically developedQ11 As a consequence of their contempt 
for established public institutions and ambitions s the Oynics 
withdrew: from civic participation, a tendency again paralleled 
by the seyeateenth~eentury libertineo

But the Oynicss insistence on the necessity of 
developing the whole natural man had grave consequences in 
epistemoiogy as well as in ethics» fhe lature espoused was 
that of the "original" or “primitive" man, stripped of the 
institutions and laws which man’,s “art" and “civilization" 
had producedo When applied to systems of thought this 
view tended to reduce reason, and all of philosophyV to a 
matter of•common sense rather than learned speculation^
Thus the Oynics also lent support to the philosophical anti-, 
rationalism of the libertine»

22P0 19
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The Libertiae and. Scepticism

The third mode of thought contributing to the 
intellectual perspective of libertinism was that of skeptic
ism. The extent to which the; libertine embraced skepticism 
was in large part determined by the* philosophical elements 
already noted, his Epicureanism, and naturalism.: In the
attempt to oppose and discredit the prominent *ethics of 
Mfirtde" of the day, the libertine had accepted the 
Epicurean reliance-upon "common sense" or simply "sense,u 
implying the evidence of the Senses, as the source of 
knowledge and the criterion of. Judgment. Hence in the 
narrowest meaning of the term^-one who believes that all 
knowiedge is uncertain--the libertine was not a skeptic. But 
in the sense of one who is anti-rationalist and doubts the 
orthodox dogmas of his"time, the libertine can be called a 
skeptic, and in the literature of the time this is the 
usual understanding of the term. ;

in adapting skepticism to serve his purposes the 
libertine could choose what he heeded from the many varieties 
which flourished in the age. In his excellent analysis of : 
the more Important types Professor Bredvold discusses this 
complexity and warns against oversimplifications

The skepticism of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries „ . . was, of innumerable kinds and shades? 
it was as complex and various as a climate... . . 
Skepticism existed in that age in all possible forms 
of. immaturity and development, and one form of it



. ' ■ ■ „■ • ' - >  ■ - ' ' ....  - : ■ ' 1 7

might even appear in opposition to another. Its 
adherents were often at marlanoe with one another, and sometimes with themselves. Ihe skeptical argument 
might by the same man sometimes be pressed hard to its 
ligieal oonolusion, sometimes be moderated to a mild 
form of anti-rationalism,23 •

Irom such a complexity three central “typesff may, however,
be distinguished, which help to clarify the libertine 8s
position in respect to the other thinkers of his daŷ

The first of these was Pyrrhonism, popularized in
the: sixteenth and seventeenth centuries through the writings
of Sextus Empiricuso His two treatises, She Pyrrhonic
Hypotyposes and Against the Mathematicians, were eagerly
received by the Renaissance, exercising upon the sixteenth
century world "the force and fascination of a philosophical
ndvelty.“ The Pyrrhonist asserted that all knowledge is
questionable, both the senses and reason being unreliable, and
that the only logical attitude to hold is one of suspended
judgment in all matters of speeui,S.t£on= Diogenes Laertius
records that Pyrrho had questioned the absolute reality of
Natural Law1

He denied that anything was ho%mumable or dishonour- 
able, just or unjust. And so, universally, he held 

■t that there is nothing really existent, but custom and 
convention govern human aition; for mo single thing is in itself any more Ihis than that,25 .

2^Bredvold, Dryden, pp. 16-17.
24Ibid., p. 18. '' ‘
2^$duard Beiler, The Stoics, ipictireans, and Skeptics(London, 187075 p. 475; se-walso Mai-garen L. Priey, The HuStleKnot (Cambridge, Mass., 1952), p. 32.



v : ' . , - - :■ , ■ ■■ ■ 18 -la terms of action.9 then, the Pyrrhdnist was a conservative 
and conformist,'holding that in lieu of any certain knowledge 
or ethics one should adhere to the established customs of 
his. society as the- simplest and - sanest course of action.
The libertine, of course, accepted Pyrrhonistic ethical 
theory with its view of civil law and institutions as mere 
custom, byt could hot accept its uomplaeent conformity. the 
libertine InsistAdaalways upon action, revolt against the 
orthodox, . and his lack of forethought led him often into 
philosophic contradictions. In his selection of specific 
' iyrrhonistic doctrines the libertine8s choice was as usual 
determined chiefly by the, extent to which the ideas negated 
conventional thought and values. -

A. second variety of skepticism was available 
to the libertine in the Christian skepticism of Augustine and, 
later, Montaigne./ fhough the libertine was as anti-theological 
as he was anti-rational, the anti-rationalism of the Christian 
skeptics appealed to him as one more source of attack upon 
the traditional structure of orthodox thought, for the 
Christian skeptic the inadequacy of reason as aoBource of 
knowledge was used to support the necessity of faith if 
man was to lenow his relationship to God. But the Christian 
skeptic based his impeachment of reason on the depravity '
of fallen man in need of grace and faith, while to the liber
tine:.this made, the Christian assumption of man 8 s divine



potentialit|ris most doubtful. For if one viewed man as fallen 
and unable to help himself toward faith by either rational 
or empirical knowledge, then the assertions of faith became 
even more dotlbtful and unfounded than those of rationalism 
and p of course, contrary to the value the libertine placed 
upon common sense. One could, however, use the attack of 
Christian skepticism upon reason without fully accepting 
its conclusions, and this is what the libertine often did.
Here again, as with all the traditions of thought to which 
he was exposed, the libertine could find both something to . 
his liking and something which he was obliged to reject.

•The third type of skepticism abailable to the liber
tine was what may be term ’’qualified Pyrrhonism. ” In 
this view some kinds of knowledge were regarded as more 
probable or more nearly certain than others, a feature 
which made it more congenial than the other systems to the 
developing tendencies of a large segment of seventeenth- 
century thinkers. In much of the literature of the time we 
find a new awareness of the dangers of dogmatizing without 
an&absolute denial of the possibility of knowledge, with 
emphasis on creative rather than destructive doubt.
Bryden presents this approach as.typical of the method 
of the loyal Society;

My whole discourse was skeptical, according to that 
way of reasoning which was used by Socrates, Plato, 
and all the Academies of old, which fully and the best



of the ancients followed, and which is Imitated og 
by the modest inqmisitiens of the Royal Society.

For the libertine'this type of skepticism was free of some
of the inconsistencies whieh followed an acceptance of
strict Pyrrhonism, for its attack upon the senses was mild,
many times ambivalent. Yet the method and temper of this
skepticism was in complete opposition to the libertine’s
approach, for caution and openness of mind, experimentation
and suspension of judgment were not compatible with the
active forceful revolt of the libertine against orthodoxy..

It is, however, in this modified skepticism that the
seventeenth-century, libertine was most closely in accord
with a general tendency and interest of his age. There
- ■- /■ " . ' ■ ' ' 
are some central similarities in thought between the
libertine and the "new science" practitioners of the time, 
united in their questioning of the orthodox dogma inherited 
from the past. It is significant that Bryden, in the state
ment quoted above, omits Aristotle from the list of revered 
ancients. His attitude toward Aristotle and reason is 
typical of the.empirical thought of the day, and is summar
ized in his apostrophe to the Royal Society published in 
1663 as a tribute to his friend Dr. Charleton:

05"Defense of an Essay of. Dramatic Poesy," Essays 
of John Dryden. ed. ¥. P.-Ker (Ijondon, 1900), vol. I 
p. 124.
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The longest t^rrany that ever sway9d 
Was that wherein our aneestors "betrayed 
Their free-born reason to the Stagirlte <, :
And made his torch their universal light.

.(italics added)
The same view of Aristotle and speculative reasoning is
quietly hut firmly implied in Thomas Sprat11 s statement of
the purpose of the Royal Society;
; They have attempted to free it (the knowledge of

nature) from the artifice, and humors, and passions 
of sects; to render it an instrument whereby mankind 
may obtain a dominion over things, and not only over 
one ahother8s Judgments. And lastly, they have begun 
to establish these reformations in philosophy, not so 
much by any solemnity of laws, or ostentation of „ 
ceremonies,as by solid practice and examples; not by 
a glorious pomp of words, but by the silent, effectual, 
and unanswerable arguments of real productions . «
The reason, the understanding, the tempers, the will,

1 the passions of men are so hard to be reduced to any 
certain observationsof the senses; ahd afford so Auoh 
room to the observers to falsify or comnterfeit that, if such discourses should be at once entertained, 
they would be in danger of falling into talking 
instead of working, which they carefully avoid = 27

In contrasting "a glorious pomp of words" to "the
silent, effectual, and unanswerable arguments of real productions,
Sprat distinguished clearly between two kinds of aetivity--
disembodied speculative thinking and disputing, and
the empirical observation of concrete objects« This tendency
to separate in use as well as in method the supernatural and
the natural is characteristic of the empiricist; for him,
as for the libertine, the mind8s right object was things,

^The History of the Royal Society (London, 1667), 
Second Part, Sections V, XI. .
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and the mind8s right activity was escape from speculation,,
If the suspended judgment of the empirical seientisf’s 
method was incompatible with the libertine8s desire for 
expedieney, his opposition to Aristotle, scholasticism, and 
speculative reasoning was certainly in accord with libertine 
thought. Moreover their ultimate end was the same in that 
both sought to find a simpler order in a return to the 
sensory and the natural, free from the Speculative gym
nastics of the "schoolmen."

- She chaos of revolution in church, state, and mind 
accompanying the establishment of the Commonwealth gave 
impetus to both libertinism and the new science in their 
search for order. The appearance of Hobbeses Leviathan in 
1651 offered an immediate solution to the quest. It was at 
this time, when the growing libertine tradition encountered the 
appealing and complete philosophical system offered by Hobbes, 
that Rochester entered Oxford, just-in time to participate in 
the wave of ..e&iebration accompanying the Restoration of Charles 
II in 1660. "While he was at school," Burnet records, "he was 
extraordinary Proficient at his Book; . . . He.acquired the 
Latin to such perfection, that to his dying day he retained a

28See Jerome Judson Blair, "Rochester and the Ceneratibn 
of Wit" (unpublished Bh. L. dissertation, Department of English, Ohio State University, 1955)» p. 106; of. Abraham 
Cowley’s ode: To the Royal Society,.



great relish of the fineness and Beauty of that Tongue» Of 
the moderns, the young Rochester read Hobbeses works, Thomas 
Stanley8s History of Philosophy^  with its accounts of 
Epicureanism, Cynicism, and Skepticism, and an English trans
lation of The Pyrrhonic Hypotyposes of Sextus Empiricus. Eur- 
ther, "Boileau among the French, and Oowley among the English
■ ' ' ' ' 'XI - • : •Wits, were those he admired most." After taking his M„:A« 
at the age of fourteen, Rochester spent the next three years 
in Italy and France; he spent an unknown length of time at 
one of the Jesuit colleges at P a r i s , a n d  probably read •- 
the anonymous Les Quatrains du Eelste and the writings of 
Theophile de Viau.^ Upon returning - to England he was pre
sented at Court, where his wit pleased Gharles II, and 
probably Hobbes as well for

he had made himself Master of the Ancient and 
Modern Wit, and of the Modern French and Italian as

^Gilbert Burnet, Some Passages of the Life and 
Death of the Right Honourable John, Earl of Rochester, Who ■ '
DTed "the 'S'Etlî r 'JuIFr'IG'SUl "Witten "by Hi's “Own TH~rec'tion 
bh'Rris'^Beat’h-BeU'r'TyGilheriri&rt '
as reprinted in English Biography in the Seventeenth Century: 
Selected Short luves r'edT, îtTan'J”ffe"BoIa f̂nfo' (London, 1951), 
P.'" '98, ----- ■ .■ ' -

London, 1655-61; see Ronald Crane, A Collection 
of English Poems, i66Q-l8Q0 ' (Hew lork, 1932) 
confirmed by Main, p. 99.

•̂ 1Burnet, p. 100. .■
^^See Pinto, Rochester, p. 30,
L?See Pinto,, Rochestey,. pp„ 206-207;, also his article "An Unpub 11she'd-'-ptrenrtttributed to Rochester, n Times Literary supplement, lovember 22, 1934, p. 924!
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. weli. as the English« . . . Sometimes other men8s 
thoughts mixed with his Composures, hut that flowed 
rather from the.Impressions they made on him when he 
read them, hywhleh they came to return upon him as 
his own thoughts; than that he servilely copied from any. 
Eor few men ever had a holder,-flight of fancy, more 
steadily governed by Judgment,than he had. Ho . 
wonder, a young man so made, and so. improved was very acceptable in. a Court. 34 ;

Rochester spent much of the next ten years, after 
brief naval service, serving as,Gentleman of the Bedchamber 
and writing poetry, a love,he acquired while at Oxford. In 
addition he was active in the drama, serving as patron to. 
Crowne, Settle, Otway,.Bee Fane, and Bryden, and writing 
various prologties and epilogues, plus his own tragedy 
Falentimian. She last five years of his life he spent
primarily at the Ranger6s Bodge at Woodstock Park, suffering 
from chronic illness. It was during these years that 
Rochester wrote most of his important satires, the ones 
we can now approach in the light of his kmpwmtaa%uaint- 
anee with both Bobbesean and libertine thought.

34Burnet, |; 10o.



GH&PSER II

$HE E M I Y  SATIHES

■̂ Am Epistolary Essay from M,Go to 0 o B 6 apon Iheir 
Mutual Poems ” aai 8,An Allusion to Horaee9 the 10th Satyr 
Sf the 1st Book81 provide an ideal starting place for a study 
of Rochester Os satires; they represent two of his earliest 
attempts in the genre, written in the summer of 1669 and 
the spring of 1675 respectively9 arid contain Rochester8s 
chief comments upon his own artc

The “Epistolary Essay** to John Sheffield9 Earl of 
Mulgrave^^ hegins with Rochester8s greeting to his friend 
and some compliments on his poetic achievement, then passes 
quickly to a statement of his own poetic methods %

Bear friend,I 'Hear this I own does so abound
With saucy Gensurers, that Faults are found
With what, of late, We (in Poetiek Rage)
Bestowing, threw away on the dull age* ,
o O p 0 0 0 o o p O 0.0 o o O 0 Q O O O O18me none of those who think themselves inspir8d,
Eor wrlte^with the vain hope to be admir8d;

he initials !,M0Go6i and “GoBo M have never been 
fully explained; in three of,the MSS the poem is headed
**fo my Lord Mulgrave, from Rochester0 An Epistolary Essay 
etco M Scholars have generally regarded the initials as 
signifying some fanciful nicknames, just as in the lyrics 
Rochester is always called “Strephon,85 arid the usual suggestion 
is “Mereurius Gallicus11 and “Ovidius Brittanicus, ” see Pinto, 
Poems, po 191o But for a dissenting opinionrsee Melvin Delmar 
Palmer, “The Identity of * and 80„B„8 in Rochester8s
“An Epistolary Essay from M0Go to 0,3, upon Their Mutual 
Poems, ** Modern Language Rotes, LXXV(i960), 644=647*

25



But from a Rule I have (upon long tryal) 
f8avold with care all sort of self-denyalo 
Which way soe're, desire and fancy lead,
(Contemning Fame) that Path I boldly tread;
And if exposing what I take for wit, 
fo my dear self a Pleasure I beget,
Mo matter though the censoring Qriticks fret.
These whom my Muse displeases are at strife,
With equal spleen against my course of life,

T The least delight of which 18le hot forgo,
For all the flattering praise Man can bestow.
If I design'd to please, the way were then,
To mend my Manners rather than my Pen:
The first's unnatural, therefore unfit;
And for the second, I despair of it, ^
Since Grace is not so hard to get as Wit.

(lines 1-4, 42-29)
The close linking of Rochester's poetry with his personality 
evident here has oft##,been noted by critics and gives added 
Validity to the usual biographical approach to his poetry.
In these few lines appear several attitudes central to 
Rochester's thought: the age is dull and its admiration
or censure is of no importance, because the poet rejects in
spiration and will be guided only by his own desire and 
fancy which gives him pleasure as regards both his writing 
of poetry and the way he lives his life.

, The terms "fancy" and "wit" recur often in Rochester's 
satires, usually in conjunction with "judgment® and "sense;" 
for the moment we may overlook the epistemological basis for 
their use in Rochester's poetry and concentrate on their

•^Pinto, Poems, pp. 92-93.
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genera|. historieal meaning in the Resteratidno While : common 
in seventeenth century literature the terms have no single
"definition;" they developed throughout the century, achieving

, . . 3 7their most constant denotations in the Restoration Period* '
Throughout the seventeenth century "wit" was the general term
used to designate the powers of the intellect; it consisted
of the two qualities of invention and judgment. Invention
was equated with fancy, the creative imagination, the synthetic
faculty of the mind, genius as opposed to learning. Judgment,
the second quality, had two principle sets of connotations:

In the first place judgment tends toward reason, 
analysis, observation of the real world; secondly, it 
implies taste and restraint, which is selective and subtle, which grasps reality without crushing it,38

"Wit,"then, was a general term for intelligence, implying
one’s general faculties for knowing, imagining, learning,
judging and expres&ing. When used in the early part of the
century the term denoted primarily the "form" of thought
and only secondarily the "content" of it. In the course
of the century this emphasis was reversed, and.this reversal
explains the increasingly severe attack upon wit, culminating
in the Restoration,

In the lines cited above, Rochester clearly regards

- 37 . • ■... "'This is the conclusion reached by Jerome Blair 
in his study of the development of the term "wit" in 
sivlhteehthycentshy literature.! the summary which follows 
is from pp, 11-17,

' %iair, P, 1%,  ̂ / '



the attack of the f,.cens 9ring Criticks” as directed primarily
against the content of his poetry, for he links the delight
he seeks in his life directly to its parallel in his poetry:

These whom my Muse displeases are at strife, - 
With equal spleen against my course of life»
O O O O O O Q O O O O O 6 o 6 0 o 0 0 0 0  oIf I designed to please, the way were then,
To mend my Manners * rather than my Pen:

(lines 21-22, 25-26)
This critical failure he assigns to the fact that "most Men
shew, or find, great want of Wit,/ Writing themselves, or
Judging what is writ” (lines 69-70), another indication that
his conception of wit involves the content of. wit as well
as its form,,

The argument that it is the %ant of Wit81 which 
leads the men of the ''dull age f to censure his poetry
implies the possibility of their mutual.delight in reading 
his poetry were they somehow to acquire wit; delight seems 
to be one of the dfcdef/;purposes of poetry for both the poet 
and his audience, , In this BohhesSftE is in partial agreement
with Hobbes *3 dictum: "The End and Disigne of the Poet „
;. - 'V/'- - :■ ; V:- ' ; - -30is not only to profit, but also to delight the Reader," In
his Answer to D ̂Avenant Hobbes stresses the importance of .the
moral end of poetry, stating that the $6et fs work.is "by

39«to the Reader concerning the Vertues of an 
‘ Heroique Poem," preface to Homer*s Odysseus, Translated by 
Tho, Hobbes of Malmesbury (London, 1675) as found in Critical 
hssays of the Seventeenth.Centuryo Volume II: 1650-168$, ed,
I, B, Spingarn, (Bloomington, 1957), p» 67.
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imitating human life in delightful and measured lines, to
avert men from viee and incline them to virtuous and honor-
able actions» M If we may ignore for the moment the first
level oftthe ■ poem in which: Boehester is commenting. upon the
activities proper to life, there is further agreement with
Hobbes in his rejection of the inherited rules governing
poetic creation: - ■

Why should my.prostituted Sense be drawn,
To ev 8ry Rule the musty Customs spawn?

(lines 85-86)
Similarly, in his Answer to 3) gAvenant Hobbes deplores poets
who ' ' ' ■ " ' .

take not the laws•of Art from any reason of their 
own but from the fashion of precedent times0
o , o  o o o o o o o o o o o  o o o o 9 o  -o o  o o o . o  o  o

That which he hath of his own is nothing but experience 
and knowledge of Eature, and specially humane nature9 
and. is the true and natural Go lor <. But that which is 
taken out of Books (the ordinary boxes of Counterfeit 
Complexion) shews well or ill, as it hath more or less 
resemblance with the natural, and are not to be used 
without examination unadvisedly,

Later in the same work Hobbes lends authority to HoChester * s
boast Mr*me none of those who think themselves inspir8dHs

I can imagine no cause but a reasonless imitation of 
Custom, of a foolish custom, by which a man, enabled 
to speak wisely from the principles of nature and his 
own meditation, loves rather to^be thought to speak 
by inspiration, like a.Bagpipe. -

An •The Answer of Mr Hobbes to Sr Will. BsAvenant 8s 
Preface before'' ''̂ 6ndiber$̂ l%o^ ) as reprinted in '
Spingarn, Critical .Essays, pp. 54-55= '

’ 4lPp. 55, 62.
■ 42P= 59= , .



In some respects,'then, Rochester can be said to 
reflect Hobhesehn ideas of poetry<, But the double perspective 
so carefully maintained tharaughout the poem demands closer 
examination, for he is presenting an apology for his 
actions as well as for his poetry. The statement ’’If. I 
design’d to •please, the way were then,/ to mend my Manners, 
rather than my pen” reaffirms that he is portraying himself. 
But to mend his manners would be "unnatural,” that is, 
against nature in the libertine sense. Thus Rochester .

- affirms that his libertine "Rule” of avoiding all self- 
denial and following desire and fancy to pleasure is the. 
right rule; to change nature would be " u n f i t T h e  right 
rule for life and art, then, lies in the "natural” state of 
man--a philosophical premise of libertinism— despite what 
the ”cens’ring OriticksS=-society--might say. Besides, 
"Grace,” a pun on the religious term and social grace— the 
approval of God and Society— is easier to get than Wit, both 
being external to man’s natural state. Although the egoism 
here is staggering, and will, have to be investigated further,

^During their long discussion in the month before 
Rochester’s death, Burnet questioned Rochester on his moral . 
principles: "Upon this he told me the two Maxims of his
Morality then were., that he should do nothing to the hurt 
of any other, or that might prejudice his own health: And
he thought that all pleasure, when it did not interfere with 
these, was to be indulged as the gratification of our natural 
Appetites. It seemed unreasonable to imagine these were 
put into a man only to be restrained, or curbed to such a . 
narrowness: This he applied to the free use of Wine andWomen,” Burnet, p. 110.
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the point is clear--the way of unfettered desire is the
natural way for man0 In anticipation of protest the poet
quickly adds a defenses

Perhaps ill Verses ought to he confin 9d
In meer gGod-hreeding, like, unsay"ry Windo •
Were reading forced, I should he apt to think9
Men might no more write seurvily than stinks
But Stis your Ohoice, whether you811 read, or no»
If likewise of your smelling it were so, ;
I^de fart Just as I write for my own ease p -’
Hor shorn 6d you he concern ffd unless you please0 
I8le own, that you write hotter than I do.
But I have as much- need to write as you, '

(lines 30-39)
In addition to the defense hased upon man"s free choice to 
“read or no" these lines help to explain the earlier state
ment that the poet writes for his wwn pleasureP Writing 
poetry is viewed as not only a kind of therapy, hut as the
pleasurable relief of a natural urge; the intellectual impluse
to produce art is place on a level with all other naturil 
impulses, including the physical„

• fhe poet then proceeds to an expansion of his claim 
to wit, asserting the superiority of his poetry to that of
the age by virtue of its honest reflection of self| it is
"sublime" in its distinctly individual stamp.of integrity«
By,way of contrast he presents his view of the modern world, 
a world Iflied with men of unequal wit who delude themselves 
into thinking their share is equal to his:

In all I write, should; Sense and Wit, and Rhyme,
Fail me at once, yet something so sublime 
Shall stamp my Poem, that the World may see.It could have been product by none but me.And that’s my end; for.Man can wish no more.
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Shan so to write'g as. nome e 8er writ before,

- Yet why am I no Poet of the tisles?
I have AllmsionsT Simiilles,. ami Rhymes, ..
And Wits or else vtis hard that I alone,
Of the whole lace of Mankind, should have none 0 
Unequally the partial hand of Eeav"n,; .
Has all hut this One only Blessing gi¥11 n0 
The World appears like a great Family,
Whose lord, oppreat with Pride, and Poverty,
(That to a few great v bountyV he may iShow)
.Is faintto. starve the numerous Train below0 
Just so seems Providehoe, .as poor and vain,
Keeping more Oreatures than it oan maintain:
Here His profuse, And, there'it meanly saves,
And for one. Brinee it makes Ten Thousand Slaves„
In Wit, alone, H  has been Magnifieent,
Of which so just a Share to each is sent,
That the most Avaricious are content0 44
For none e8re thought (the due Division8s such)
His own too little, or his Friend8s.too mueho Yet most Men shew, or find, great want of Wit,
Writing themselves, or judging what; is writ,

■ (lines 44=%0)
The picture of strife and avarice presented here is in many
ways akin# to Hobbes 8s view of the world when man was in the
State, of Mature, but here, the Hobbesepn view is assigned to
the contemporary ^civilizedM world as the poet sees ite
Although an order is observable, it differs markedly from the
universal order of the early seventeenth century, adopted
from the Renaissance concept of the chain of being* The
only levels which "appear" to the poet are9^ProvidenceM and
a collective HOreatures,H the latter category including man*

A - h - _ ’ 1 . -- Of* Rene Sescartess "Good sense is mankind's most
equitably divided endowment, for everyone thinks that he is 
so abundantly provided with it that even those most difficult 
to please in other ways do not usually want more than they 
have of this"? Discourse on Method, trans. Laurence J, Lafleur 
##ew York, 195077 P* l.



SignificantlyY one term of tke simile if ‘'family0— ehar- 
aeterized in terms of pride, avarice, poverty, and vanity-- 
an iastitmtion of special disgust to the libertine in his 
advocacy of free love sanctioned by man8s natural need for 
c h a n g e N o t a b l e  also is Rochester8s ihclusion of himself 
in the jibe of lines 67=6#; this self-criticism, a mixture 
of seriousness and a forced laughter approaching mockery, 
is characteristic of him and appears in many of the poems6 

fhe poet continues by reasserting the superiority 
of his own wit and poetry by virtue of his honesty in 
following and expressing his own nature; he expands this

^In his record of their, discussion on morality Bur
net records Rochester 8s views on free love t "The restraining 
a man from the use of Women, Except one in the .way of Marriage, 
and denying the remedy of Divorce, he thought unreasonable 
Impositions on the Freedom of Mankind,f Burnet, p0 1300

•^In his article "The Restoration Petronius" (Univ
ersity of Californla Ohronicle, XXIX, 1927$ pp0 273=2#0) 
G-eorge' Williamson states; "Rochester8s letters, satire, . 
and songs, when related to his exploits, make him somewhat 
more comprehensible0 After reading them I wonder whether 
any man of the Restoration knew himself better than did 
this satirist0" Typical of Rochester is this part of a 
letter he wrote to George Savile in July, 1678 s "But it ;
is a miraculous thing (as the Wise have it) when a. Man,' 
half in the Grave, cannot leave off playing the Fool, and 
the Buffoon; but so it falls out to my Gomfort; For at 
this moment I am in a damn8d Relapse, brought by a Feavour, 
the Stone, and some ten Diseases, more, which have deprived 
me of the power of crawling, which I happily enjoy"d some 
Days ago; and now I fear,' I must fall, that it may be fulfilled 
which was long since written for Instruction in a good, 
old ballad,

But he who lives, not Wise and Sober 
Falls with the Deaf still in October* •About which time, in all probability, there may be a period added to the ridiculous being of Your Humble Servant, 

Rochester^0 (see Wilson, Letters, p, 65o) .
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int© the general rule with which he began— happiness lies in
fallowing one es own natmre, ignoring the 8,eens "ring Griticks ws■

But I who. am of sprightly Vigour full, look on Mankind, as envious, and dull*
Born to my self, I like my self alonei
And must eonelude my Judgment good, or, none;
For cou^d my Sense be naught, how should I know 
Whether another Man ’’s were good or no«,
$hus I resolve of my own Poetry,Shat ®tis the best; and there$s a Fame for me, "
If then I0me happy, what does it advance,

' Whether to Merit due, or Arrogance?
Oh, but the World will take offence hereby1
Why then the World shall suffer forBt, not.Is 
Bid e 8re this, saucy World and I agree, 
fo let it have its beastly Will on me?

. Why should my prostituted Sense be drawn,
To ev^ry Rule their musty Gustoms spawn?
But men may censure you, 51is two to one 
Whene ver they ©ensure they 01 be in the wrong0

; (lines 71-88) . :
Gentral to man, then, is the need to be happy, and whether 
one realizes it honestly of through self-deception is unim
portant, for the deluded fool is yet a happy fool0 Here again
the double perspective is evident; Rochester presents an 
apology for his actions as well as for his poetry0 If writing 
verses brings pleasure and happiness one should write verses, 
despite the world^s objections; if %y course of life81 (line 23) 
brings delight, why "mend my Mannersf (line 26) to conform to 
Hev$ry Rule spawned by Mmusty Gustoms I1 ̂( line 86) , for such a 
change is ’Unnatural, therefore unfit" (line 27)* fhe basis 
for these eonelusions is "Sense and to follow rules, the spawn 
of custom, would be to prostitute "Sense":

Born to my self, I like my self alone; ,And must conclude my Judgment good, or̂  none: sFor cou 9d my Sense be naught, how should I know Whether another Man’s were good or no„



The rejection ©f secial rales as mere custom is a t@ait of
libertinism, adopted from Bpieureanlsa and the primitivistic
naturalism of the Oynics, but the dependence upon "sense
is central to Hobbes8s thought as well as to that of

: Epicurus o In writing of the "thoughts of mann Hobbes states: - . ..
The Originall of them all, is that which we call 

SEISE? (For there is no conception in. a man8 s mind., 
which hath not at first, totally, or by parts, been 
begotten upon the organs of Sense0) The rest are derived from that originally ' ; .
0 o p  p  p  o O 0 0 0 0 o O O O O P  Q O 0 0 O 0 0 o o
There is no other aet of man°s mind, that I can 1 
remember, naturally planted in him, so, as to need no 
other thing, to the exercise of it, but to be born a 
man, and live with the use of his five Senses04'

Hence in basing his Judgments upon sense, Rochester is in
epistemological agreement with both Hobbes and Epicurus,
though in the implications of MSense61 as "coimon senseM
as the guide of life he favors Epicurus and the libertine doctrine»

In another respect this same double indebtedness is
evident, but for resolution of it we shall have to consider
Rochester's "Allusion to Horace" in conjunction with the
"Epistolary Essay,# The egoism of the poem has already
been noted, appearing especially strong in lines 29=30, 44=49,
and 77=78o In each ease the egoism arises from the satirist8s
opinion of the high quality of his verse and wit in comparison
to most men of the age0 While he points out that the fool's
bliss depends on the self-delusion of the value of his

^Hobbes's Leviathan0 Reprinted from the Edition of 
1@|1 (Oxford, 19©9), I, 1, po 11? I, 3, Po 220
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Terse9 he elearly dissociates M s  poetry from this kind9
for the world shall suffer should it censure rather than
praise it0 Early in the poem he claims to "contemn Earnsg”
hut only because the agesis dull and "most Hen shew9 or
find 9 great want of Wit#/ Writing themselves, or judging
what is writ0" Eater he repeats the indietmehts

fhere8s not a thing on Earth, that I ean name,
So foolish9 and so false, as common Fame:
It calls the 0ourtier Knave 1 'the plain Man rude; 
Haughty the 8-rave| and the Delightful Lewd;

(lines 89-92) -
In contrast he asserts that "there 8s a lame for me" in

' ■ '■■■ ' - ■■ ■ • ' ■.■■ ■V- ‘ ^ . . : .. ,knowing the superiority of his verse and witc In the 
"Allusion to Horaoe"he expands upon this valid fame, 
as opposed to "common Fame

Should I be troubled when the Pur-blind Knight9 
Who squints more in his Judgment than M S  sight 

; Picks silly faults, and censures what I write?
Or when the- poor-fed Poets of the Sown - :

: For Scraps and Ooaeh-room cry my ferses down?,
I loath the Babble0 His.enough for me, - , ■
.. if Sedleyg Shadwellg Sheppard, Wicherly
And some few more, whom I omit to .name,
Approve my sense, I count their censure Fames.

While both Hobbism and Epicureanism are egoistic in the
strietly philosophical sense of basing ethical theory on
self-interest, it is only Hobbism which leads to egoism
in the popular sense msed hereo,Epicurus based his ethics

—  . ' ■ ' :■ ■■■Pinto, Poems, ppQ 95-98*



on' man ?s desire for pleasure» and the evidences of Rochester$s 
acceptance of the Epicurean stress upon pleasure In the poem 
have ibeen noted, Hobbes based his ethics on man9s desire
for power, and It Is. clearly the belief that he possesses .
the poetic power to a greater degree than most men which
leads to his egoism, fame and honor are types of the power
central to Hobbes 9s system-, and the satirist 9s egoism is
a clear indication that he acknowledges this system* just
as his earlier picture of the contemporary world acknowledged
it. To understand this indebtedness we shall have to review-
brief ly Hobbes 9s psychology, especially in relation to the ■
State of Hature,

Hobbes begins with the concept of “endeavour,”
that is, the initial stirring within man which-precedes
every action; when the endeavour is toward something it is
called appetite or;. desire; when away, aversion. To desire
is to-love..and,, in'addition to the inherent appetites such
as for food and sleep, men desire only those things known
to be pleasant from past experience, either their own or
another9s, Aversion'or hatred is felt toward things known
to be hurtful and toward all unknown things, •

But whatsoever is the object of any mans Appetite 
or Desire; that is it, which he for his part calleth 
Good: And the object of his Hate, and Aversion, Evill;
And of his Oonteinpt, Vile and Inconsiderable, For 
these words of Good, EvITh and OontemptibleJ are©ever 
used with relation to the person that useth them:
There being nothing simply and absolutely so; nor
any common Rule of.Good and Evill, to be taken from the , ■



hatmre of the abjects themselves; but from the Person 
of the man, (where there Is no Oommon=wealthj} or j (In 
a Gommonwealth,) from the Person that representeth it| 
or from ah Arbitrator or Judge g whom men disagreeing 
shall by Gonsent set up, and make his sentence theRule thereof,49 •

All men are constantly seeking to satisfy their endeavours 
and must of necessity do so for the preservation of life, 
Man^s fife is a oontlnual progress of appetite from one 
objeet to another, for hie intent is not only to procure a 
present satisfaetlon but also to make secure his future 
needs, A man6s means or ability to obtain some future good 
is termed his poweh, and it is this power which men seek,: 
Power has many forms, the chief ones being wealth, reputa
tion and honor, and command; the need for one of these 
forms of power is basic to man I" ,

So that in the first place, I put for a generail 
Inclination of all mankind, a perpetuall and restlesse 
desire of Power after power, that ceaseth onely in 
heath. And the cause of this, is not alwayes that a 
man hopes for a more intensive delight, than he has 
already attained to| or that he cannot be content , 
with a moderate power %. but. because he cannot assure 
the power and means to live well, which he hath present, 
without the acquisition of more,50

because of the natural equality among men as regards their
physical stature and sensory powers, the competition for
sufficient power to live securely develops into perpetual

Leviathan, I, 6, p, 41, 
^Leviathan, I, 11, p, 75,
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unresolved warfares

Competition of Rioh.es, Honour, Command, or other 
power, enellneth to Contention, Enmity, and War: Be
cause the way of one Competitor, to the attaining of 
his desire^ is to kill, suhdue, supplant, or re-pell 
the ether,51
• In the light of such a view the egoism of the "Epis

tolary Essay" becomes understandable; the satirist feels him
self the "one prince" amid "ten thousand Slaves" in his 
possession of poetic and witty power, with its ideal vision 
and consequent fame. While the egoistic conclusion— that, 
the man of wit makes the best poet— is important in itself, 
for Rochester is to explore the place of the man of wit in 
society in all his later satires, the means of reaching it 
are even more significant0 He has placed himself and the 
age at opposite poles throughout the satire, and has found 
the age lacking. Measured by the ideal=-his poetry and way 
of life--the actual must be condemned: it is a "dull age"
of self-deluded fools, slaves to '#m%y rule spawned by 
eusf©m>. full of pride, avarice, poverty and vanity. 'The 
norm for judging the actions of life is the libertine ideal 
of the "natural"! for judging poetry, honesty in portrayal 
of Self and the world one sees. And, as has been noted, 
the actual world Rochester sees and records in his poetry 
is much like the world of Hobbes 8s State of Mature. The 
ideal is a view of the nature of man as essentially good

-^Leviathan, I, 11, P. 75-



good, a •libertine belief adopted from tke primitivistic 
naturalism of the Oynies ? tlae actual approaches close to 
the State of Mature of Hobbes, who saw the nature of man 
as essentially war-like and anti-social9 dominated by a 
lust" for power as the means of self-preservation^ The 
poet lives in the actual world and he lives by its rules 
when necessary? but he retains, the ideal# to accept the 
actual is not to deny the ideal, though it leads, as we

shall see, to a growing disillusionment6. ?or, unlike Hobbes, 
Rochester does not view the actual condition of his society 
as the necessary one, but as a condition that developed 
because of man"s deliberate debasement of the natural0 In 
all his satires Rochester develops this same contrast of 
ideal to actua1 and advanees libertinlsm as the solution.

In the '’Illusion to Horace, the 10th Satyr of the 
1st lookM Rochester applies the “powerh of his wit to pass 
Judgment upon the chief dramatists and poets of his day.
While the '’Allusion61 parallels Horace ’’s poem in its form— ■ 
a protest addressed to those admirers of, iryden who will 
not admit to his having any faultsf-Rochester8s emphasis

- co- Many erities have commended the accuracy of the 
Judgments expressed by Rochesteri typical is Oharles Whibley8s 
comment? "With candour and sound Judgment, he characterizes 
the most eminent of his contemporaries0" "She. Oourt Poets l} 
in She Gambridge History of Hnglish literature. Volume VIII? SheTEge or nryaen. edT~Ao w 0 ward ana a0 k. waller (aew lorKt
1912); p, 245» ; , : ; ; ■



cm concrete contemporary conditions is greater than 
H o r a c e a n d  the presentation of rales is only a minor 
concern* ' . . : - : : . ■

The satire begins with a brief treatment of Hryden,
the central figure to whom the critic returns regularly?
. Well Sir, r ®tis granteds, I said Bryden^s Rhimes,

Were stoln, unequal, may, dull many t i m e s , -
What foolish Patron, is there found of his.
So blindly partial, to deny me this?
But that his Plays, embroider9d up and down,
With Wit and Learning, justly pleased the Town;
In the same Paper, I as freely own,

.— JL—  (lines 1-7)
fhe most striking feature of these lines is the apparent
attempt at an open-minded approach to criticism, so much
in contrast to the dominant egoism of the Epistolary
Issay,w The tone fmickly changes, however, to'one of
tempered annoyance in the hurried disposal of "Crown# *s
tedious scenes,M "blund8ring Settle,"and "pusling Otway,"
Then foilows a description of the "Town11 which Bryden 8s
%it and Learning" so "justly pleased,81 followed by some
suggestions on how . to write properlyi

9Tis therefore not enough, when your false sense,
Hits the false Judgment of an Audience:
Of clapping Pools, assembled a vast Crowd,
Till the throng8d Play°house, crack with the dull load 
Though ev,8n that Talent merits in some sort.
That can divert the Rabble, and the Court,
0 O c o c o  0 0 0 o 0 - 0  O O O O o 0 0 o o o „ O  0

But within due proportions circumscribe 
What e 8re you write; that with a flowing Tide,
The Style, may rise, yet in its rise forbear,
With useless words, f8 oppress the weary8d Barf ''
Here be your Language lofty, there more light,Your Bethoriek with your Poetry unites For Elegance sake, sometimes allay the force Of Epithets, 8twill so#%en the discourse;

; (lines 12-17, 20w27)
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Placed in smch juxtaposition the opining qualified praise 
of Dryden becomes a weapon of destraction0 It is notable that 
the '’rabble1” here is not a social distinction, but an 
intellectual one, for it inelndes at least a part of the 
Oourt aristocracy,,

The poetic style recommended, while noticeably lacking 
in this particular satire, may be accepted as Rochester 8s 
own opinion, though it does not differ greatly from the usual 
neo-classical dicta* ; Shakespeare and Jenson are then praised 
as models of this kind of writing and, in another sudden 
turn of thought, Btherege is declared to be excellent al
though he does not imitate them:

Shake-speare and Johnson, did herein exoell.
And might in this be imitated well?
Whom refin'd Btherege, coppy9s not at all,
But is himseIf7”a”"sheer Original*

(lines 30-33)
Continuing in this mood the critic praises Shadwell, Wycher- . 
ley, luekhurst, Waller, and Sedley, then returns to Dryden 
and his insistence on the critic"s right to censure the 
shortcomings of established writers:
• v  ̂ ■. ■ . .Iryden, in vain try8d this nice way of wit,

Forne"to be a tearing Blade* though fit,
’ . But when he wou9d be sharp? he still was blunt,

o O o o O O P  O O O ® O O O 0.0 O O O o O O p o
But to be just, "twill to his praise he found.
His Bxcellencies more than faults abound, .

^See Pinto* Rochester, p* 155? also Johannes Prinz 
John lilmot, Bari of Rochester, His Life and Writings? with WXSihLordship9s "Priirate Correspondence, various other Documents, and a. Bibliography. oi Hls Works" and of the Literature
on Him iLelPzig„ 1927). p p * 116-117* ; " : ■ '



lor dare X from his sacred Temples tear 
That Lawrel s, which he hest deserves to wearg 
But does not Bryden, find e'vn Johnson dull?
Fletcher and Beaumont, uneorrects and full, 
,W^Ceiy~iines as he ealls °em? Shaken spears stileStiff and affected; to his own the while  .
Allowing all the Justness $, that his Pride 
So Arrogantly had to these deny8!,?And may not I j, have leave impartially.
To search, and censure Bryden8s Works, and try,
If these gross faults, M s  choiee Pen does commit. 
Proceed from want of Judgment or of Wit?

(lines 71 •=73, 77-90)
While the praise of Bryden here is most profuse the remain-- 
ing forty lines of the poem are employed in qualifying it. 
The accusation that Bryden is proud and arrogant is under
standable in the light of his earlier exclusion from the 
aristocracy of wit; unlike the satirist he has no valid 
grounds for his egoism. As if to reinforce this distinction 
the satirist adds g

Five hundred Verses ev8ry Morning writ 
Proves you no more a Poet, than a Wit:
Such serihling Authors 3 have "been seen "before 
lustapka, the English Princessa Forty more.
Were things perhaps compos 8d in half an hour, ,
To write what may securely pass the Test, ; . .

, '; Of "being well read over Thrlie at least;
' 0ompare each Phrase, ‘examine ev8ry Bine, .
j Weigh ev 8ry Word and ev °ry Thought refine;

Scorn all applause the vile Bout can "bestow,
And be content to please those few who know,

' " Oanst thou -be such a vain mistaken Thing,
To wish thy Works might make a Playfhouse ring.
With, the WntMnEIng laughter , and poor praise.
Of Fops and Ladies, factious for thy Plays;
Then send a cunning Friend to learn thy doom,

• From the shrewd Judges of the Brawing Room,
; (lines 93-109)

The,"few who know" are then identified, and the satirist is
clear in his exclusion of Bryden from the group; in contrast



to Brydea^s attempt to "make a Play-liouge ring / With the
Wnthinkihg Laughter^ and poor praise / Of Fops and Ladies11
he declares z

I've no Ambition of that idle score.
But say wlth'lBeTty Morlce, heretofore 0 
When-a Qourt Lady call'd her Buckley's Whoreg
I please one Man of Wit9 am proud on8t too,
Let all the Ooxoomhs'̂ ance to Bed to you0 
Shou'd I he troubled when the Pur-blind Knight,
Who squints more in his Judgment, than his sight 
Picks silly faults, and .censures what I write?
Or when the poor-fed Poets of the Town
For Scraps and Ooach-room cry my Verses down?
I loath the Babble„ His enough for me.
If Sedley, Shiadwell, Sheppard, Wicherley 
Sodelphin* Butler, Buckhurst? Buckingham,
And some few more, wKbm I omit to name,

- Approve my sense, I count their censure Fame 0
(lines :ft0-i2¥J

While the concern here is chiefly to reaffirm the conclu
sion of the ’•Bpistolary Bssay,!— that men of wit are the
best poets— the description of contemporary society is also
significanto She age is dominated by Unthinking Laughter, 
"poor Praise,n and the applause of the "vile Rout,w all 
characteristics of the self-deluded fool of the "Epistolary 
• Essay111 in contrast the few men of Wit are said to "know, *' 
and, by implication, to be the only men of the age who 
thin^o Also a,distinction is made between the "Ladies"of 
the drawing-room, who are associated with the fools and 
fops, and the honest whore with whom Rochester associates 
himself and the men of Wit, These two associations--the 
relationship of the man of Wit to knowledge and to the 
women of the age— are central to Rochester's social satires
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especially the .Letter from Artemisao

.. The •'Allusion to Horace, " while confirming some of 
the attitudes of the ^Epistolary Essays, ” is sigmifieaat to 
this study for other reasoas as well* It illustrates Roch
ester 8s close knowledge of the lihertine drama of his day, 
and of the earlier poets of the century0 While BoileaU 
had earlier attempted the verse ^  s’s ay. in Criticism" mod
eled on Horace8s 10th Satyr, Rochester modified the form into 
a series of penetrating and witty judgments on contemporary 
writers o She able use and adaptation of classical genres 
was to be forcefully demonstrated early in 1676 with the 
appearance of his Satyr against Mankind, one of the earliest 
examples of formal verse satire in English 11teratureo

A Letter from Artemisa in the Town to Gloe in the 
Qouhtry, written about 16749 is Rochester8s best social 
satire and the most complex of all the satires in its use 
of point of View, Whereas in the "Epistolary Essay" the 
reader is made conscious of a recipient by the narrator Ss 
occasional interruption of his monologue to compliment him 
on his verses 5, the Letter from Artemisa lacks any such 
interruptions j, and the recipient is largely forgotten,
The monologue is replaced here by a dialogue— recorded by 
Artemlsa--which allows Rochester a greater objectivity 
in discussing love, a subject which engaged him quite as 
much as did poetry, the "subject"of the two satires pre-
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viomsly discussedo Moreover, the fact that the two speakers
here are both women allows him still more detachment, but
.semingly poses-an obstaele to a biographieal approaeh to the
satire0 ■ However, this difficulty resolves itself in the first
lines of the poem:

GlOE, by your commands in Verse I write:
, ’Shortly you;Bl bid me. ride astride, and fight:

Sueh falents better;with our Sex agrees 
Than lofty flights of dangerous Poetry0 
Among the men, I mean the men of Wit,
|At least they pass ®d for sueh before they writ)
How many bold - Advent °rere f or the Bays , .
Proudly designing large returns of praise|
Who durst that stormy, pathless World explore|
Were soon dasht back, and wreekt on the dull shore,
Broke of that little stock they had before„
How won"d a Womans, tottering Barque be tost, g-A 
Where stoutest Ships (the Men of Wit) are lost?5

- (lines 1=13)
In this brief discussion of one of Rochester9s favorite
sub5eots«=.the relationship between poetry and the man of
wit.<= the same. conclusion is reached by Artemisa as is
reached in the "Epistolary EssayM and "Allusion to Horace11:
men of Wit are the best poets0 Thus Rochester0s position
may be identified, tentatively, with that of Artemisa, and
the association is supported in the discussion of love which
follows 0 ̂

After a further discussion of the plight of the

^Pinto, Poems, pp, 79°8To
^Blair, p0 47j reaches this same conclusion: "In 

this poem „ « „ Rochester speaks through a young lady of the 
town," See also Pinto, Essays and Studies * pp, 66.67,
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poetess s Artemisa plunges liato Her smbjeot: ,
X8 expect to hear$ at least s what Loire has past 
Ib tkis lewd fom, since you aBd I saw last?
Wkat Okange has happen8d of intriguess and whether 
The old ones last, and who and.who8s togetherQ 
But how9 my dearest 61©e, shorn8d I set 
My Ben to Write 9 what I wou8d fain forget?
Or name that lost thing Boye0 without a Tears 
. Since so dehauch8d "by ilX^Ered-Oastoms. here?
Bore9 the most gen8rous Passion of the Mind?
Tlie softest lefage Innocence can find:
The safe Director of unguided Youth:

• Fraught with kind Wishes, and seeur 8d hy Truth: •
That G ©rdial drop Heav8n in our Gup has thrown,
To make the hausecus draught of life go down:
On which one only blessing God might raise*
In Bands of Atheistss Subsidies of Praise: 
for none did e8re so dulls and stupids prove,
But felt a Godp and blest his Pow 8r in love:
This only Joy 9 for which poor we were made9 
Is grown9 like Play9 to be an arrant Trade:
The Books creep in, and It has got, of late.
As many little Gheats, and Tricks, as thato .

(lines 32-53)
This passage, which Vivian de Sola Pinto has called “one 
of the most significant passages in Rochester8s poetry, 
is filled with the poet8s disillusionment? the libertine 8s 
idei,! natural love has been corrupted by the "ill-bred- 
Gustoms11 of society, a society described as lewd and 
atheiStlOc, The libertine, adopting the Gynie 8s naturalism, 
viewed the natural state of man as good and the lavish 
epithets describing love in lines 40-44 demonstrate this 
association in the poet8s mindo “Generous11 is a quiet pun 
combining the ideas of generosity and generation, of good
ness and fecundity? “kindness,M besides meaning beneficienee,

^Rochester, p. 1380



takes from its etymology comnotatioms of naturalness,

8rous Passion of the Mind" and as "seeur td;. by Truth8'

to nature by the libertine0 In sharp contrast the love
, practiced by the ®lewd Town84 is described in terms of
" "Hooks 9 84 "Cheats84 "Tricks 9 88 and "arrant Trade $ 88 and even 
society8s relationship to Cod is described in such mean 
financial terms— as a "subsidy88 of praise. The contrast of 
this society to ideal nature is extended as Artmeisa con
tinues : ' -

.But$ what yet more a Woman11 s Heart wou8d vex,
8Tis chiefly carry8d on by our own Sex;
Our silly Sex, who, born ilhe Monarchs, free.
Turn Gipsies for a meaner libertyj
And hate Restraint, the8 bprt from infamy;
That call whatever is not common nice,
And, deaf to Mature8s Rule, or love8s advice,
Forsake the Pleasure to pursue the Tices,

. To an exact Perfection they have brought 
The action love; the passion is forgot,
8Tis below Wit, they tell you, to admire|
And ev8n without approving they desire.
Their private Wish obeys the publick Voice,

. . 8Twixt good and bad whimsey decides, not choice.
Fashions grow up for tast, at Forms they strike;
They know what they wouttd have, not what they like.

The chief cause of the corruption of natural love -is women

to license. The extent of the corruption of "Mature8s 
Rule" is evident in the opposition of "common" to "nice" in

fastidious, prudish, and affected? in the opposition of the

sexual freedom. Referring to love as the "most

associates it with the honesty, freedom and goodness assigned

(lines 54=69)

themselves, those who have crossed the line from freedom

line 59o "Mice" in the seventeenth century meant overly



terms the defeased women see nature itself as unnatural and 
gross-.-viee has usurped its plaoe„ To these women vice 
has feeeome true and honest, and takes precedence over 
“natural’” inclinations such as love o Hature has been un
naturally pursued and naturalness has become itself an 
affectation*

The reason given fey the women for re jeotim# natural 
love is that it is “below Wit66? the desire to fee witty has 
brought about their reversal of values, and it is below 
their concept of wit to admire, approve, or enjoy* The 
women justify their common actions in the name of witj actions 
diametrically opposed to the ^natural“ love espoused fey the 
poet, who also prides himself in feeing a person of wit*
This conflict is to become the central concern of the remainder 
of the poem^-an examination of the terrible possible con
sequences to the person of wit who allows himself ao fee
Corrupted fey the “learning“ of the age„

The women8s concept of wit allows for no enjoyment?
they flerSake the Pleasure to pursue the Vice*11 Wit is for 
them an attitude of disdain for anything which commands 
respect or even gives pleasure= It requires them to 
desire what they dislike, and what &hey desire is deter
mined fey “whimsey,“ the “pufeliek Voice," not “choice,“ In 
opposition, what is “natural66 provides, a simple test 
“8twixt good and bad“ for the libertine poet, and this test



leaves him with tiie choice to pursue or not, unlike the 
women compelled "by the MFashlonsef which have replaced 
^tasteo68 Shelr lives are meaningless a empty of any belief 
or preferences, a blind adherence to the changing whimsey 
of socletyo Shelf lack of choice has a curious relation- 
ship to the concepts of ffee qholce and love developed by ' 
Shomas, Hohhes 0 We have already seen the fnativity of good 
and evil, virtue and vice, in the State of Nature; in the 
©ommonwealth these same values. Mre determined "by the 
monarch8s-iSUs . .

for these worfts of good, Bvill, ahd Contemptible, 
are ever used with relation to the person that useth 
thems There being nothing simply and absolutely so; 
nor any common Rule of Sood and Evill, to be taken 
from the nature of the objects themselves; but from 
the Person of the man (where there is no Common-wealthi) 
or, (in a Common^wealth,) from the Person that represent- 
eth it057

Moreover, in the struggle for power there is little place 
for love| men are at war with one another, taking their 
pleasure when and where they can find it, and the relation
ship between the sexes is, consequently, more in the nature 
of war than of love, as again in Leviathan:

To this Warre of every man against every man, this 
also is consequent| that nothing cam be Unjust0 The 
motions of Eight and Wrong, Justice and Injustice have 
there no place0 Where there is no common Power, there 
is mo law: where mo law, mo Injustice. Force, and
fraud, are in warre the two Gardinall vertueso Justice,

^leviathan. I, 6, p0' 4l<,
^®See Pinto0 Essays and Studies0 p0 660
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and Injmstiee are none of the Faculties neither of the 
Body, nor Mind0 If they were9 they might he in a man 
that were alone in the worll^ as- well as his Senses, 
and Passionso They are Qualities, that relate to men 
in Society, not in Solitude,, It is cansequent also - 
to the same condition, that there he no Propriety, no 
Dominion, no Mine and Thine distinctg but onely that 
to be eyery mans, that he can get; and for so long, as 
he can keep ito
o o o o b o o  o o  o. o  o  p o o o o o o o . o  o . o o o  e o
And because the condition of Man, (as hath been de~ 
Glared in the precedent Ohapter) is a condition of.
Warre of every one against every one; » » = It follows 
eth, that in such a condition, every man has a Right 

. to every thing g even to one anothers body,^® .
In contrast, Rochester sees "natural man® as essentially ’
good, and nature as the morm for e$g§od and-bad68 in matters of
love: "Mature "s RuleM is MDovess advice0 f! But whether
man chooses the pleasures of love at a given moment or not
is up to. him, just as in the "Epistolary Essay81 he argued
for the free choice of the reader to Mread or b© » I n
contrast such choice has no place in Hobbes es determinist
system with its view of man8s life in the State of Mature
as a perpetual warfares '

And words whereby we conceive nothing bgrt the 
sound, are those we call Absurd, Insignificant, and 
Mom-sense* And therefore if a man should talk to me 
of a round Quadrangleg or accidents of Bread in Cheeseg 
or Immaterial Substancesg or of A free Subjectg A- 
free^fillg or any PreeT"but free from being hindered by 
opposition, I should not say he were in an Irrourg but 
that his.words-were without meaningg that is to say, 
Absurdo®0

S9I, 13, p o 98g I, 14, po 99o 
^°Leviathan, I, 5, ppo 34-35o
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Again, in his letter Of liberty and Necessity to the Marquis
of Newcastle, Hobbes expanded upon this deterministic concept

I conceive that nothing taketh beginning from itself, 
but from the action of some other immediate agent with
out itself„ And that therefore, when first a man hath 
an appetite or will to some thing, to which immediately 
before he had no appetite nor will, the cause of his 
will, is not the will itself, but something else not 
in his own disposing* So that whereas it is out of 
controversy,. that of voluntary actions the will is the 
necessary cause, and by this which is said, the will 
is also caused by other things whereof it disposeth not, 
it followsth, that voluntary actions have all of them 
necessary causes, and therefore are necessitated*61

Man in the State of Hature is compelled to certain acts
for self-preservation5 in the Commonwealth man is compelled
by the monarch’s will, for he assumes the responsibility for
preserving his subjects ’ lives * In either case,. according

, : , ' ■ : /' ' ' . : ■■ J ■ i
to Hobbes, man’s will is determined by his situation*

To illustrate the sad condition love has fallin to,
Arte mis a recalls .a recent conversation with a ’’fine
lady," a witty woman of the town* The Lady has just returned
from the country with her ’’humble Knight,f? who is described
as an ’’i 11-favour’d Pool” and "the necessary Thing* " She
turns to Artemisa and asks the newss

How is Love govern’d? Love that rules the state;
And pray.who are the men.most worn of late?

/A When I was marri’d, Tools were all-a-mode;
The men of Wit were held then Incommode:

. Slow of Belief, and fickle in Desire,
Who, e’re they’ll be perswaded, must enquire;
As if they came to spie, and not to admire *

iC-l ■ . xHobbes ’ TripoS in Three Discourses, ed* Sir 
William Molesworth. (’London, 1840 j, p* 274* "



Wi)t;3a searehing=wisdom9 fatal to their ease $,
; fiiey still find out why9 what may, shou 8d not pleases 
lay;, take themselves fdr injmr'd, when we dare 
Make °em think better of us than we ares 
And, If we hide our Frallities from their sights,
Sail us deceitful Jilts, and Hypocritess
Ihey little guess, who at our Arts are grlev0d, :
She perfect jdy of being well deeelv9d0 -
Inquisitive, as jealous Cuckolds, grow; 
lather than not be knowing, they will know,
What being known, creates their certain woe0 .Women should these, ofall Mankind, avoid;
For wonder by clear Knowledge, is destroy8do - 
Woman, who is an arrantJBird of hight.
Bold in. the dusk, before a Fools dull Sight,
Must file, when Reason brings the glaring lightc

(lines 101=125]
The man of wit has no place in a society of unnatural
love; he is too inquisitive and searches for the.reality,
harsh though it is, beneath the deceit and hypocrisy» fhe
"Arts" of the lady and her society are employed to %ideM
their FFrailities,” and call to mind the Oynic°s rejection
of man8s "art" and "civilization,88 adopted by the libertine
because they lead natural man astray0 Oertainly the society
presented here is deceived by such arts, and the man of wit
is held "incommode11 because his wit renders him unfit for
"the perfect joy of being well deeeivMoie She references
to the "clear Knowledge,81 "Reason," and "searohimg-wisdem"
of the man of wit are especially significant; the lady
names these as the causes of his downfall. For the mfment
we must suspend judgment of her important observation, until
we learn more about the peculiar character of this lady*
She proceeds to a description of "true Womens Men," in



contrast to the men"of Witt
But the kind easie Boolg apt to admire 
Himself j, trusts us 9 M s  Follies all conspire 
£o flatter M s > and favour our desire0 
Vain of M s  proper Merit, He, with ease, :
Believes we love him "best,, who best can pleases 
On him our gross9 dull, common Flatteries pass;
Ever most happj when most made an Ass: . ‘ «•
Heavy to apprehend ? though all Mankind 
Perceive ms false, the Fop, himself, is blind, ,
Who, doating on himself,<=*■=
Thinks every one that sees him of his mind0 
These are true Womens Men=.=

(lines 124=135) ; -
The commentary on contemporary society speaks for itself;
here is the same deluded fool whom the poet characterised
in the "Epistolary Essay” as showing "great want of Wit”: .
and as typical of "most Mem” in the "dull age,” and in the
"illusion to Horace” as the fop who makes the playhouse
ring with his "unthinking laughter, and poor praise,”

The line breaks off because the lady sees a monkey
at the window whom, she embraces as a "curious Mimature of
Man, ” While she amuses herself with the monkey, Urtemisa,
who speaks for the poet, muses s

I took this time to think what Wature meant,
When this mixt 'thing into the world she sent,'
So very wise, yet so impertinent.
One that knows ev8ry thing, that God thought fit 
Should be an Ass through choice, not want of Wit, 
Whose Foppery, without the help of sense,
0ou®d ne5re have rose to such an exoellenceo 
Wature ®s as lame in making a true Pop 
As a Philosopher, the very Top,
And lignity of Folly, we attain 
By studious search, and laboufc of the Braini 
By ibservation, Oounsel, and deep Thoughts 
God never made a Goxcomb worth a Great,
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We owe that Name to Industry and Arts;
An Iminent Fool must be a 1*001 of parts0 
And sueh. a one was she | who bad turnM o 8re 
As many Books as Men; loy0d muehy read more:
Had discerning Wit; to her was known 
Ev8ry one 8s Faults or Merit, but her own0 

■ All the good Qualities that ever blest 
A Woman so distinguish®d from the rest.
Except Discretion only, she possesto(lines 147-168) •

Shis portrayal of the character of the Lady explains her 
earlier references to the "Reason,n "clear Knowledge" and 
"searchihg-wisdomof the man of wit as the cause of his 
downfall. She herself was a woman of "discerning Wit" 
but had chosen the path of "Foppery" so harmonious with 
her society. The cause of her change is said to be 
"Studious search, and labour of the Brain" and "Observa
tion, Counsel, and deep Thought," the same causes..she her
self had earlier assigned in speaking-of men of wit. She 
had pushed her natural wit or intelligence to "enlightenment" 
and in so doing had.gained the ability to see through society, 
but had lost:the power to see beyond it to the ideal of 
Mature left behind. The moral seems clear— by leaving 
nature and instead pursuing ^labour of the Brain" the great
est wits can become the most debased and "unnatur&l" of men. 
The man of Wit, then, holds a peculiar position in contemp
orary society.. He is . not a born fool s o can never know the 
"perfect joy of being well debelv 8d." Wor dare he leave 
the evidence of the senses and pursue speculation, for it



renders ©ne,j, as it. has the Lady, incapable of enjoying 
pleasure and natural -low—-the "Cordial drop Heaven in our 
Cup has thrown,/ lo make the nauseous draught of life go 
douno H

As if to illustrate this the Lady tells the story 
of Oorinna, one like herself, and of her undoing and her 
eventual murder of a young fool from the country for his 
wealtho While in earlier satires Rochester had eonsistently 
ridiculed the true-born fool, he had not as yet denied that 
the fool is usually happy| in the "Epistolary Essay" he had 
even excused the fool his false opinion of his poetry on 
this account* fhe description of his undoing here emphasizes 
the corruption of the unnatural society* The moral of the 
Oorinna story, as the lady presents it, also emphasizes 
society %  corrupt ion,, as well as her own?

A Woman %  ne8re so ruinfld, but she can
Be still revenged on her undoer. Mans

(lines 185-186)
Her .relationship to man is more like war than love, with
sex reduced to a weapon of revenge devoid of ail natural
pleasure * In contrast to the practice of love in his
actual society, Rochester recalls throughout the poem the
ideal Of natural love; while the norm may not appear to us
as a very lofty one, the significant point is that society
still falls far short of it*



CHAPTER III 
THE MTER SATIRES

Rochester9g Satyr a^alnst Mankind„ written in 
March, 1676, is considered his masterpiece by every Rochester 
critic save one--Dr, Johnsoh preferred Wpen Rothimg to it, 
considering the Satyr a mean imitation from:'Boilean0 
The Satyr was first identified as formal verse satire by 
C0 Po Main, though earlier scholars had sensed.that such 
a form was the logical end toward’which all the satires 
lead. Pint©8s statement is typical in this regard; “Roch
ester 8s mind was essentially dialectical. He was always 
aware of the voice of the opponent. . . = Rochester was

62Virtually every critic to study the Satyr.has 
proved Dr. Johnson incorrects of special meriT^are the 
close comparisons of the Satyr with Boileau8s 8th Satire by: 
Thomas Rymer, "The Preface to the Reader" in Poems on Several 
Occasions: With Talentlnian, a Tragedy. Written by the

Rochester (London, 1691); 
John P. Moore, “The Originality'of Rochester“s Satyr against. 
Mankind,M PM LA, 17111(1943), 393-401? S. P. Crocker,'"^och-’ 
ester 8's Satire against Mankind: a Study of Certain Aspects 
of the Background,n West Virginia University Studies, III 
(1937), 57-73. ;

^ “The Right Vein of Rochester8s Satyr" in Essays 
in literary History Presented to J. Milton Prench, e"d."' 
luEsT^r^IrF^n3r~^t~rlT^a3H™lleir^runswi‘̂ 7 -T r-J r , I960), 
pp. 93-112,
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■ always ’replying to himself0 „fS There is ample . evldenoe ■ , . 
of this dialeetlcal qmality In the satires considered thus 
far? In the .‘’Epistolary EssayM the satirist8s monologue 
was Interrupted hy occasional compliments on the recipient $s v 
verses, and the satirist anticipated objections to his.verse 
and answered them; in the "Allusion to Horace"the satirist 
spoke defensively, beginning with the line "Well Sir, ®tis 
granted , I said Dryden's Ehimes,88 always aware of the hryden 
supporters he was opposing, and always attempting to acknow- 
ledge hryden8s virtues as well as his faults; in the Letter 
from Artemlsa. Rochester employed the dialogue between Arte- 
misa and the ladyj allowing himself a greater objectivity, 
and he,complicated the scene by having the Lady--whose con
versation and actions were described by Artemisa in her let
ter to Oloe— tell, in turn> the story of Oorinna. In the 
Satyr against Mankind, a formal verse satire, the dialogue form 
is perfected. Each of the opponents speaks for himself,the 
transitions are remarkably clear, and the form allows for 
a concise presentation.of the opposition between the actual 
and the ideal. . ;

. The formal verse satire is the only species of 
Satire to have an. identifiable orystalized form or framework.

. 5 4  ' ■ : ; ■ -  ■; \  ‘ : ■ - . i ; : ■ ‘Essays and Studies, p. 63. '
•̂ The best discussion of the form is that, of Mary 

Olaire Randolph, ?tThe Structural Sesigh of the Formal terse SatirePhilological Quarterly, XXI(19427, 368-384; other treatments are .'offered by Alvin Kernan, The Cankered Muse.(New Haven, 1959) and Samuel Marion Tuckets "TeTFWTSdZVlf^ .in England before the Renaissance (Hew York, lyud jT



$iie omter structure or shell of the satire is composed of two 
opponent^ a background, and a thesis to "be argued, The sat
irist defends one position and is opposed by an adversarius, 
the latter oftentimes only a straw man easily defeated, but who 
serves as a whip or spur to the satirist. Sometimes the adver- 
sarius is only a decoy who utters no word, but simply listens, 
throughout the satirist?s monologue. The background against 
which these two talk is generally only faintly suggested, 
though fn some satires it becomes a moving panoramic back
ground— a street, a royal court— where;people pass by and thus 
provide a steady stream of type-figures on whom the satirist 
can comment to the adversarius. The minimum number of elements 
of the outer frame or structure is, then, three: (l) two actors
or-participants, a satirist and his adversarius, (2) a setting 
of sorts, and (3) a thesis to be argued.

Within this outer shell or frame lies the satire 
proper. It consists of two p:ortioi%, which may be termed 
the “positive81 and “negative?88 wherein the satirist continually; 
arraigns one particular “vice“ and commends its opposite 
“virtue," Though sometimes the first part of the poem 
contains the arraignment and the last the commendation^ a 
formal verse satire never splits into two distinct pieces 
because the "virtue" is always present, if not overtly 
then at least by implication. Thus the two portions of the 
poem function like a balance— one part will not function



without the other„ In practice the negative portion has
always outweighed the positive, tot the positive must be
there, spoken or unspoken. If the,piece is to be more than
fleeting invective. ; :■ . '

Traditionally the positive portion has had the
function of recalling man, by means of ridicule, from the
byways of unreason to the line of Reason,, that is, to present
"rational man" as the norm or standard. Of this traditional
function Miss Randolph notes:

In.any age,; Satire never falls to assume the 
colorations of the dominant rationalistic philosophy 
of that period . . .  It would thus be possible, if a 
satirist so chose, to build-each satire around an 
essential dogmastof a ehosen'philosophy, and, in a- 
whole cluster of ten or a dozen satires, to present 
a pragmatic exegesis of that single philosophy.

Rochester's satires do not presentssuch a carefully planned
exegesis| his methods of composition never allowed for such
a broad tiew. Like the libertine, he acted quickly and
completely, dashing off a piece and then revising it, often
at a single sitting. In any one of his satires, then, we find
many of his "doctrines,” though perhaps one doctrine may be
stressed more than the others. The "philosophy" presented,
as we have seen, also differs from the tradition; Rochester's "
"rational man" is "natural man," using common sense rather
than speculative ratiocination. Although many men of his age
were stressing a return to the senses and to observation as



the basis for knowledge s especially the men of the new 
science, scholasticism mast still be considered as the 
.dominant rationalistic philosophy of the age, though fast . ■ - 
losing status, ■

- The problem Of whether formal verse satires can 
properly be written in letter form is as yet unresolvedi 
some satirists, such as Horace, Soileau, and Pope, have 
solved the question for themselves by writing a cluster 
of satiric ’’epistles8’ to supplement their satires, Roches
ter 8s ’’Epistolary Essay” and Letter from Artemis a are in this 
category; they have the elements of formal verse satire, 
but should, perhaps, be regarded only as supplementary to > 
the Satyr against Mankind, . ..

Another related set form which has developed a 
considerable tradition is that of the satirist writing an 
apologia pro vita sua. Usually a dissuading interlocutor 
the satirist to be prudent, to transfer his talents and efforts, 
before it is too late, to a safer and more popular genre,
The satirist then vehemently defends his Satires, stating 1 
that his passion for satire cannot be restrained, that he 
must discharge his spleen when provocation evokes it, and 
that:he is’but following in the Luoilian tradition. At the 
close the satirist usually makes some polite concession; 
for example, he will agree to write only of the dead or of 
persons without political power. We have no extant satire
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by Rochester devoted entirely to sucJa a defense. Certainly 
the ’’Epistolary Essay” contains elements of defense in the 
claims that ”1 write for my own ease” and of his "need to 
write,” Rochester did, however, offer a defense of his 
satires in his last conversations with Bishop Burnet the 
latter records:

He would often go into the Country, and be for some 
months wholly employed in Study, or the Sallies of his 
Wit: Which he came to direct chiefly to Satyre, ind
this he'often defended to me, by saying there were 
some people that could not be keptlin Ordei, or ad
monished but in this way. I replied, Shat it might be 
granted that a grave way of Satyre was sometimes no im- 
profitable way of. Reproof. ,Yet they who used it onjfcy 
out of spite, and mixed Lyes with iruth, sparing noth
ing that might adorn their Poems, or gratifie their 
Revenge, could not excuse that way of Reproach,, by 
which the Innocent often suffer: since the most •
malicious things, if wittily expressed, might stick to 
arid biemishe the best men in the world, and the malice 
of a Libel could hardly consist with the Charity of an 
Admonition. So this he answered, A man could not 
write with life,, unless he were heated by Revenge; for 
to make a Satyre without Resentments, upon the cold 
lotions of Phylosophy, was as if a man wmuld in cold
blood cut mens throats who had never offended him:
And he said, the lyes in these Libels came often in as 
Ornaments that could not^be * spared without spoiling < - 
the beauty of the Poem. / ■ ■

She. Satyr against Mankind opens violently with the
satirist8s eondemnatiori of contemporary man;

Were I '(who to my cost already am
One of those strange prodigious Creatures Man. )
A Spirit-free, to choose for my own share.
What Case of Flesh, and Blood, I pleas 8d to weare,
I'd be a Bog, a Monkey, or a Bear.
Or any thing but that vain Animal,

■ Who is so proud of being rational.

^Burnet, pp. ■ 105™ 106.



The senses are too gross, and he °11 contrive 
.A Sixth, to contradict the other Five;.
And before certain instinct, will preferr go 

; Reason, which Fifty times for one does err, - A
' ; ; .. (lines 1-11) . '■ V'-' ’

The subject of the attack is early specified— those men
who falsely pride•themselves on their treason" and who con^
trive a reason prone to error in opposition to the certainty
of the senses. The comparison is between two' extremes— the
"certain instinct51 of the beast and the speculative reason
of the philosopher— and, if forced to choose, the satirist
would prefer the beast. Later in the poem the poet is to
make the same comparison and affirm- his preference for the
beast over the philosopher, while carefully defining the
"right reason" of natural man, which lies between the two
extremes. The satirist continues, describing the workings
of this speculative reasons

Reason, an Ignis fatuus, in the Mind,‘ WEfcirieavihgT3:gEt''“of“Ratmre, sense behind;
Pathless and dang8rous wandring ways it takes,
Through errors, Penny-Boggs, and Thorny Brakes;
Whilst the misguided follower, climbs witE"’’paTn,

, Mountains of Whimseys, heaped in his own Brains 
StumblThg frcm thought to thought, falls head-long down, 
Into doubts boundless Sea, where like to drown,
Books bear him up awhile, and makes him try.
To swim with Bladders of Philosophy;
In hopws still t8oretake theeescaping light,
The 'Vapour dances in his dazled sight..
Till spent, it leaves him' to eternal, light.
Then Old Age, and experience, hand in hand.
Lead him to death, and make him understand,

^%into, Poems, pp. 118-124.
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After a searcli so palnfa.1, and so long,
That all his Life he has "been in. the wrong| .

(lines 12-28)
This contrast of speeulative reason, that "Ignis fatuns, in 
the Mind," to sense,' the "light of Mature" is one of the 
"boldest libertine statements in the poem. The speculative 
philosopher is pictured as a fool chasing a will-o'-the- 
wisp through a marsh in the dead of night. Such a reason 
creates its own obstacles.— ■ "Mountains of Whimseys, heap 'd 
in his'own Brain"--but worst of all'it leads one to fall 
into .i*doubts behndless Sea, " the eternal night of unresolv- 
" able skepticism. Season'destroys certainty and knowledge; 
it confuses, torments, and finally drowns the man who trusts 
it. It is sense, the "light of nature” that man has left 
behind, which alone can provide the certainty and security 
man heeds, '

It is notable that the poem thus far has been 
concerned with epistemology rather than ethics. The norm 
of Nature is, of course, also the guide of conduct, but it 
is man's knowledge, not his actions, which are under discus
sion here. The "fall" here is from "nature" and "sense," not 
from "grace," and by indicting contemporary man for stupidity 
rather than sinfulness Rochester tangentially slashes at

goconventional Christian morality. ■

^Burnet records Rochester's views on the "fall": the denial of it is significantly supported by Rochester's assertion of the essential goodness of man's nature: "He said,



file question raised is how. the stmmMing philosopher" 
can find peace of mind and the answer offered by Rochester 
is the libertine one-*-return to nature and trust to the 
. Sensesi It is interesting to compare this solution to 
skepticism with that offered by other men of the day, 
especially Hobbes. Montaigne, in the Apologia de Raimond 
Sebond, stressed the need to have faith in divine revelation 
as the answer, Dryden, in Rellgio Laici, came to the same 
conclusion, for reason .could not push far enough. Only 
Hobbes found the answer in deductive reason; while he re
jected the subject-matter of the scholastic philosophers 
he retained their method, and applied it to the pragmatic 
ends of government. He developed an epistemology with 
sense as, its basis, but with mathematical deductive reason 
as its center and working tool. While Rochester and Hobbes 
differ markedly in their views of man8s natural state— ■ 
Rochester sought to return to it, regarding it as essentially 
good, whereas Hobbes sought to escape it— they are in agree
ment on some epistemological issues worth examining closely.

. Rochester’s agreement with Hobbes in placing great 
importance on the senses as the source of knowledge has al
ready been noted, and it occupies a dominant place in the

He did not understand that business of Inspiration; He 
believed the Pen-men of the Scriptures had heats and 
honesty, and so writ; but could not comprehend how God should reveal his Secrets to Mankind. Why.was not Man made 
a Creature more disposed for Religion, and better illuminated? 
He could not apprehend how there should be any corruption 
in the Mature of Man, or a lapse derived from Adam." Burnet, 
p . 121. . . ■ ' . ' . . ' ■ •
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Satyr. But this is as far as Rochester’s libertine thought 
progressed; in contrast Hobbes pushed on to a concept of 
deductive reason and in the development of his epistemology , 
came to rely heavily on reason, to the relative neglect, 
almost distrust, of the senses. He began with man in the 
State of nature, .but man had the faculties to pull himself 
above his natural state, “consisting partly in the Passions 
and partly in his R e a s on , Th e se  passions consist of the ■ 
fear of death and the desire for a better life, and are 
inherent in man at birth, a part of his nature, Reason 
is not, however, a natural faculty? it must be developed: 
’’Reason is not as Sense, and Memory, born with us? nor 
gotten by Experience onely, as Prudence is; but attayned 
by Industry,"Prudence” is the faculty by which a 
man can take the images or thoughts gathered by the senses 
and so arrange them as to seek, in his mind, the possible 
effects of an action or cause; through much'experience and 
gathering of sensory data the prudent man can eventually 
arrive at camses and effects which appear to be.universal, 
that is, always occur in the same relationship. Working 
from these he can apply the methods of mathematics and by 
adding and subtracting different concepts arrive at still

^leviathan. I, .13, P» 98,
yi ' ' _ - ■ .Leviathan, 1,5? p. 36, .
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more laws wliich always hold true

I hare said before» (in the second chapter,) that . 
a Man did excell all other Animals in this faculty, 
that when he conceived any thing whatsoever, he was 
apt to enquire the consequences of it, and what 
effects he could do with it. , prudence.3 And now
I adde this other degree of the same excellence, that 
he can hy words reduce the consequences he finds to 
general Rules, called fheoremes, or Aphorlsmes; that 
is, he can Reason,, or reckon, not onely in'"'nmmher; but la slin all other things, whereofgone may be added unto, 
or subtracted from another.

In developing the initial principles from sensory data man
must always be exact in his use of words, for exact
definitions safeguard man from making the same errors
past philosophers had made, such as conceiving of “immaterial
substances" and “free will.M Correct naming of concepts,
"however, allows one to connect the names and their
underlying concepts into syllogisms “till we come to a
knowledge of all the Consequences of names appertaining
to the subject in hand; and this is it, men call Science.
For Hobbes, then, the deductive process is the more important
one, for it leads to science| his epistemological progression
from induction to deduction is an exact parallel to that of
Aristotle, and the science he conceives, dependent upon
deduction, is vastly different from the empirical science
of the Royal Society:

He does not Join in Bacon8s protest against the 
Scholastic habit of anticipating nature, of deducing.

^ Leviathan, I, 5, p. 35= 
Leviathan, I, 5, p. 36.



facts from theories| he has no thought of substituting 
a scientific induction for the deductive rationalism 
of Scholastic .philosophy,. So far as the question of 

. method is concerned, he is the opponent rather of 
Bacon than of the Schoolmen; for him science, as. such, 
is rationalistic or deductive, not empirical and inductive. Rational insight, not empirical knowledge, 
is his scientific ideal.74

Hobbes 8s great quarrel with scholasticism, then, is not
withmethods., but - with its subject matter. Deductive
thought, he 'felt, should be applied to;. practical concerns
such as the formation of government, not lofty speculative
matters. It was man's development•of his power to reason
deductively which allowed him to conceive of the social
contract and Commonwealth, and thus to escape the SSSte
of Nature, . -

In summary, then, Hobbes, was able to push through
skepticism to a concept of deductive reasoning which
Rochester failed to find. Rather than trust to speculative
reasoning Rochester escaped drowning in "doubts boundless
Sea" by returning to the norm of nature easily perceived
by the senses. Both Rochester and Hobbes, however, were
concerned with the immediate, the avoidance of theoretical
speculation, and with finding an, order for man in the world,^

^James Seth, English Philosophers and Schools of 
Philosophy (London, 19i2'j, p. 587"" "

' ^^Basil Willey, in The Seventeenth Century Back-
f round (London, 1942), summarizes this central concern of ohb'es: "Very nearly every statement of Hobbes can be reduced either 3o. hatred and- contempt of .schoolmen and clerics, or to fear of civil war and love of ordered living In a stable commonwealth,M p. 95.
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Hobbes saw man as creating the order from the chaos of -
nature in the. form of a commonwealth society, and Roches
ter saw man as needing to flee the chaos of commonwealth 
society to find order in nature.

The satirist continues, relating the speculative 
philosopher to the man of wit:

Hud led in dirt, the reasoning Engine 
Who was so proud, so witty, and so wise.
Pride drew "him in, as Cheats, their Bubbles, catch, . 
End"makes him venture, to be made a Wretch7 ’
His wisdom did his happiness destroy,
Aiming to know what World he should enjoy;
And Wit, was his vain frivolous pretence,
Of pleasing others, at his own expence.

(lines 29-36)
These lines echo the Letter from Artemisa in the moral
drawn: "His wisdom did his happiness destroy.M Pride in
speculative reason of his own contrivance has led to his
downfall; the man who was once "so witty, and so wise" is
reduced to a "reasoning Engine" huddled in dirt. The vain
pursuit of philosophy has led even to confusion as to
"what World he shou'd enjoy," an absurd consideration to
the libertine poet. Like the Lady of the Letter from
Artemisa this philosopher’s wit is now only a "frivolous
pretence" and he follows the whimsies of others, "at his
own expence.”. The poet then passes to a consideration of
the plight of the man of wit in society, offering some bait
to his adversarius in what seems to be an attack on wit:

Bor Witts are treated just like common Whores,Pirst they're enjoy’d, and then kiekt out o'f""Poores:



The pleasure past, a threatnlng doubt remains,
That frights th8 enjoyer, with succeeding pains: 
Women and Men of Wit, are Dang8rous Tools,
And""ever fatal to“~aI’mlrlng fools»
Pleasure allures, and when the Popps escape,
8Tls not that they8re helov8d, but fortunate,

. And therefore what they fear, at least they hate.
 ̂V  (lines 37-45)

Here, as in the letter from Artemlsa, the men of Wit prove
' "fatal to admiring Poolsmen of Wit.see through the sham
of a society of fools, and while the fools may delight in
the former8s witty, conversation 5!a threatnlng doubt remains
as to whom is really being laughed at. The doubt grows to
a fear of the men of Wit, then to hate. At this point the
adversarius sees his! opportunity:
' But noW methinks some formal Band, and Beard,

Takes me to task, come on Sir 1 %  preparid.
Then by your favour, anything that8s writ 
Against this glbeing jingling knack call8d Wit, 
likes me abundantly, but you take care,

; Upon this point, not to be too.severe.
Perhaps my Muse, were fitter for 'this part,
Por I profess, I can be very smart 
On Wit, which I abhor with all my heart:
I long to lash it in some sharp Essay, -
But your grand indiscretion bids me stay.
And turns my Tide of Ink another way.
What rage ferments in your degenerate mind.
To make you rail.at Beason, and Mankind?
Blest glorious ManI to Whom alone kind Heav8n
An everlasting Soul has freely giv8n; '
Whom his great Maker took such care to make,
That from himself he did the Image take;
And this fair frame, in shining Reason drest, •
To dignifie his Mature, above Beast.

' Reason, by whose aspiring influence, .
' Wi™^aZe a flight beyond material sense,
Dive into Mysteries, then soaring pierce.
The flaming limits of the Universe.
Search Heav8n and Hell, find out what°s acted there,
And give the World true grounds of hope and fear.

(lines 46-71)
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In his vigorous, but conventional, denunciation of wit 
(lines 49-55) the adversarius reveals that he is just such 
a worried fool as the satirist has described. Moreover he is 
probably a prelate, and in-choosing such a proud facile 
opponent Rochester probably intended another slash at orthodox 
Christian morality. It is interesting to speculate upon the 
satirist*s reactions upon hearing that reason dignifies man*8 
nature~-what dignity does nature need when nature itself 
is our highest aim? The adversarius' description of reason8s . 
"flight beyond material sense" in terms of diving and soaring 
recalls the satirist 6s earlier account of the mad flight 
of the philosopher pursuing the "escaping light® through 
a marsh. The satirist has spoken of the world in terms 
of enjoyment (line .34); in contrast the adversarius speaks 
in terms of "hope and fear," and this fear is to become a 
major concern in the remainder of the poem. As the adver- 
safius warms to his discussion^-explaihihg how the rules . •
for this world are perceived through philosophical specu
lation upon the rather distant "Mysteries," "Heav'n and Hell," 
and "flaming limits of the unirerse"--the satirist loses 
patience and breaks in:

Hold mighty Man, I cry, all Shis we know,Irom the Rathetiqae Pen of Ingello; .
Prom Patrick's Pilgrim, gibbs9 soliloquies,
And ■ 'tTs'"'thTs™very reason I despise.
This supernatural gift, that makes a Myte,
Think he is the Image of the Infinite:
Oomparing his short life, void of all rest.
To the Eternal, and the ever blest. . ;
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This hmsie, puzling, stirrer up of doubt.
That frames deep Mysteries, then finds ?em out5 
Milling with Mranmc'M J'drowds of thinking Mo o Is,
Those Reverend Bedlams, Oolledges and Schools .
Borne on whose Wings,1 "each heavy Sot can pierce.
The limits of the "boundless Universe.
So charming Oyntments, make an Old Witch flie,
And hear a Grippled Carcass through the Skie0 
sTis this exalted Mow"r, whose hms"ness lies.
In Nonsense, and impossibilities,
This made&a Whimsioal Mhilosopher,
Before the spacious World, his Tub prefer.
And we have modern Qloystered Coxcombs0 , who 
Retire to think, cause they have naught to do.

(lines 72-93)
In these lines the satirist directs his fury against the 
prelate-adversarius;, against pride in speculative reason as 
it is found in Churchmen<, Bishop Simon Patrick8s- The Parable 
of the Pilgrim (1664) was an allegory modeled on Bunyan8s 
Pilgrim8s Progress g Richard Sibbs8 Divine Meditations end 
Holy Contemplations appeared in 1638|: Nathaniel Ihgello was 
the author of a dreary allegorical romance called Bentlvolio 
and Urania (1660) which has been described by Sir Walter 
Raleigh as “the lowest depth to" which English -romance-writing 
sank,n Taken together,the three sum up wAll the pedantic 
dullness which Rochester associated with religion. The 
association of colleges and schools with Bedlam echoes many 
similar instances?in Hobbes, and the “heavy Sot" resembles 
Hobbes8s dogmatic man, who takes “the habitual discourse 
of the tongue for ratiocination, 8C,'The bitter closing lines 
with the, contrast of "do” to “Retire to think*1 reflect the 
libertine stress upon action, and this is developed in the
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following lines;
But thoughts, are giv6n for Actions government,
Where. Action ©eases, thoughts impertinent; •
Our Sphere of Action, is lifes. happiness 9 
And he who thinks Beyond, thinks like an Ass, 
fhus, whilst 8gainst false reasoning I inveigh,
I own right Reason, which I would obey;
That Reason that distinguishes by sense.
And gives us Rules, of good, and ill from thence;
That bounds desires, with a reforming Will,
To keep 'em more in vigour, not to kill. . <■.
Your Reason hinders, mine helps t' enjoy, ,
Renewing Appetites, yours wou'd destroy. 7-'7

■ My Reason is my Friend, yours is a Cheat,
Hunger call 's out , my Reason bids me eat ; - -  ̂ -
Perversely yours, your Appetite does mock,
This asks for Food, that answers what's a Clock?
This plain distinction Sir your doubt secures,
®Tis not true•Reason.I despise but yours.
Thus I think Reason righted, but for Man, •
I'le nere recant defend him if you can. 
lor all his Pride, and his Philosophy,
'Tis evident. Beasts are in their degree.
As wise at least, and better far than he.
Those-Creatures, are the.wisest who attain,
By surest means', the ends at which they aim. '

(lines 94-118)
The libertine emphasis upon finding happiness in 

this world is nowhere more powerfully stated than in these 
lines. The philosopher who "Retires to think" upon "Myster
ies " is an "Ass"; action, not speculation, is needed to 
find happiness. If properly understood, "reason" is far 
from being incompatible with actionj the two cooperate 
within man to attain happiness. "Right Reason" is nothing 
more than common sense, and is concerned primarily with the 
satisfaction of the physical appetites. It is reasonable 
to trust to the senses in epistemologlcal matters, unlike 
the floundering philosopher with his "contrived" reason, and



it is natural to satisfy the appetites» Oommon sense pre
scribes ready MrulesH in''bbth oases. Speculation leads only 
to disillusionment and skepticism, to "doubts boundless Seas.n 
Brief restraint helps to keep desires "in vigor"; it sharpens 
the appetites and "helps t8 enjoy." In the Letter,from 
Artemisa "Nature's Buie" enabled one to fully .experience 
love, and the women who perverted natural freedom to license 
were rendered incapable of.experiencing pleasure or enjoy
ment. This is essentially the doctrine of Bpicurus, adopted 
by the libertine poet; one should pass up a momentary pleasure 
in favor of a greater pleasure to follow. Right reason- " 
controls and governs action, but the emphasis is upon the 
action, not the control. In other words, thought cannot be 
an end in itself, parasitioally sapping energy which could 
better be spent in enjoyment. Right reason bids one to 
eat when hungry; false reason checks the clock to see if 
it's lunchtime. The difference between nature--the ideal—  
and actual society, as Rochester sees it, is epitomized here 
in the custom of preordained mealtime.

The "right reason" defined here as common sense is 
far different from Hobbes”s conception of it as the absolute 
certainly of the deductive method, according to mathematical 
principles; -

When a man reasoneth from principles that found 
indubitable by:experience,call deceptions of sense. 
and equivocation of words avoided, the conclusion
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• ■ ... - " : • , - ' • ■ • . ■ ' - 7g•he maketh is said to he according to right reason.' 
Hobbesrs use of “deeeptions of senseH is indicative of the 
relative insignificance of sense in his epistemqlogy. Eight 
reason for him is a perfected tool of ratiocination; for ; 
Rochester it is a following of common sense, of what seems 
“natural.“

The satirist then turns to,contempprary man with 
“all his Pride, and his Philosophyfl and compares him un
favorably to “Jowler,“ a hunting dog:

If therefore Jowler, finds, and Kills his Hares, . •
Better than Meres,, supplyes Committee Chairs;
Though one's a States-man, th” other but a Hound, 
Jowler, in Just'ice, won'd be wiser found, 
fou see how far Mans wisedom here extends,
Look next, if humane Hatupe Makes amends; ,
Whose Principles, most gen'rous are, and just,
And to whose Moralls,you wou 'd, sooner, trust.
Be Judge yoursself, I°le bring.it to the test.
Which is the basest Creature Man, or Beast?
Birds, feed on BirdsJ 'Seasts, on each other prey,
But Savage Man alone, does. Man,^betray:
Prest by necessity, they KiTT^for Pood,
Man, undoes Man, to do himself no good.
With Teeth, and Claws by Mature arm'd they hunt,
Matures -allowances, to supply their want.
But Mam?, with smiles, embraces, Friendships, praise, 
Unhumanely his Fellows life betrays;
With voluntary pains, works his distress,
Mot through necessity, but wantoness.
For hunger, or for Love, they fight or tear,
Whilst wfetched Man, is still in Arms for fear;
For fear he armes, and is of Armes afraid,
By fear, to fear, successively betray'd 
Base fear, the source whence his best passions came,
His boasted Honor, and his dear bought Fame.
That lust of Pow'r, to Which he's such a Slave,
And for the which alone he dares be brave:
To which his various Projects are design'd,
Which makes him gen'rous, affable, and kind.

^Hobbes' Tripos ,' p. 24.



For which he takes such pains to be thought wise,
And screws his actions, in a fore5& disguise:
Leading a tedious life in Misery,
Under laborious, mean Hypocrisie,
Look to the bottom, of his vast design,
Wherein Mans Wisdom, Pow’r, and Glory joyn; :
;The good He "acts, the ill he does endure,

• 8Lis all for fear, to make himself secure <,
Heefly for safety, after Fame we thirst,'■ For all Men, wou,d be Gowards if they durst»

" And honesty’s against all common sense,
. Men must be Knaves, 8tis in their own defence,• . - (lines 119-160)
In singling out the “States-man85 in his “Committee Ghairs"
the poet reveals his opinion of government, the golden end
.which Hobbes sought to establish and which controlled all

77that he wroteo Rochester has taken the two extremes, Jowler 
who lives by instinct and.the * statesman who lives by specula
tive reason, and exalted the animal. Between the two lies . 
"right reason," which allows man to perfect his appetites 
and desires by a cooperative control. The principles of 
"human Nature"are just and generous, the latter term 
again having connotations oS both generosity and generation. 
The poet proposes a comparison of contemporary man and the 
beasts, to determine "whose Moralls, you wou8d sooner 
trust." Ihe portrayal of animals which follows, forming 
one side of the comparison, is notable for its un-pastoral 
quality, and serves to illustrate the distinction between 
"natural man" with his "right reason" and the beast with

^See Pinto, Rochester, p. 38: "Hobbes’s object . . . 
is to a large extent a 8suasive8 one. He wants to give a philosophic basis to his. theory of the necessity.of a strong 
central government
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its instineto Yet the beast has neither pride nor fear, 
qualities attributed only to "civilized" mam. The description 
of men at war with one another, betraying their fellows and 
leading "a tedious life in Misery, / Under laborious, mean 
Hypocrisie" recalls the similar description of society in 
the Letter from irtemisa and might be taken directly from 
the description of the State of Mature in the Leviathan0 The 
great difference is that man here is in society with all 
his art of hypocritical "smiles, embraces, Friendships,"7® 
and "praise,"

The llust Cf Pow8r,1 which Hobbes regarded as the 
central motivating force of man is singled out for mention, 
but is relegated to a position below fear* Bravery and the 
desire for power are seen here as growing out of fear; man 
is so cowardly that he lacks the courage to be openly a 
coward* In the State of fiature man is depicted by Hobbes 
as an aggressive, predatory creature of strength; Rochester 
here depicts civilized man as a wretched, miserable creature 
eternally on the defensive for fear of other men* Modern 
man, far from the libertine ideal of "natural man," is 
even below the beasts, for the beasts have neither fear nor

7®ln a letter to Savile, dated November 21, 1679, 
Rochester writes: "The general Heads, under which this
whole Island may be consider”d, are Spies, Beggars and 
Rebels, the Transpositions and Mixtures of these, make an 
agreeable; Busie Fools, and Cautious Knaves are bred out of 
Bem, and set off wonderfully; tho® of. this latter sort, we have fewer now than ever, Hypocrisie being the only Tice in 
decay amongst us*" Wilson, Letters, p* 73*



false prideo By discrediting its motivation Rochester dis
credits iiil the accomplishments of contemporary society; all 
that appears nohlest in “civilizedB man is founded upon the ;■< 
base passion of fear9 and so the whole structure of civil
ization is false and hollow0
v The satirist them proceeds to what seems a qualifi

cation of his indictments
All this with indignation Save I hurled,

: At the pretending part of the proud World, .
Who swolen with selfish vanity? devise s 
Palse freedomes, holy Oheats, and formal Lyes 
Over their fellow Slaves to tyrannizeo But if in Courto so just a Man there be,
(In Court, aelust Man, yet unknown to me0)
Who does his needful flattery direct^ 
lot to oppresSp and ruines but proteet}Since flattery9 which way so ever laid,
Is still a Tax on that Unhappy Trade*
If so upright a States-Man,you can find,
Whose passions bend to his unbyassid Mind;
Who does his Arts, and Policies apply*
TO raise his Country, not his Pamilys
lor while his Pride 9 own 8d Avarice withstands»
Receives Aureal Bribes, from Friends corrupted hands*
Is there a Church-Man who on God relyes?

Whose Life, his Faith, and Doctrine Justifies? 
lot one blown up, with vain Prelatique Pride,
Who for reproof of Sins, does Man deride:
Whose envious heart with his obstreperous sawcy Eloquence 
Dares chide at Kings„ and raile at Men of sense*
Who from his Pulpit, vents more peevish Lyes,
More bitter railings, scandals. Calumnies,
Than at a Gosslpping, are thrown about,

■ When the good Wives * get drunk, and then fall out* 
lone of that sensual Tribe* whose Tallents lye.
In Avarice;, Pride* Sloth* and Gluttony*
O o O O O O O 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o

But a meek humble Man, of modest sense,
Who Preaching peace, does practice continence;
Whose pious life's a proof he does believe,
Misterious truths, which no Man can conceiveo 
If upon Earth there dwell such God-like Men,18le; here recant my Paradox to them, '
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More those Shrikes of Virtme, Homage pay.
And with the Hahhle World, their haws obey0 
If smeh there are, yet grant me this at least,
Man differs more from Man, than Man from Beast0

The search for an honest man recorded here recalls the 
earlier reference to Diogenes (lines 90=91) and the asser
tion that honesty is impossible, for %en mmst be Knaves9 
His in their own defence,w (lines 159=160)» The poet 
asserts that his attack is only mpon the "pretending part 
of the prond World** who tyrannize over their fellow men, 
then cites the two types usually guilty of the offense—  
statesmen and clmrglmehp Hobbes would support the anti- 
clericalism, but never the attack on the representatives of 
government<, The parenthetical expression— %  just Man, yet 
unknown to meironically reveals the poet8s assurance that 
he will never have to recant his paradox while such a society 
continues* The concluding couplet adds a further condition 
to an already unlikely recantations were such honest men 
"of modest sense" ever to be found they would stand far 
apart from the majority of society which is closer to the - 
beast than to "natural man*n

In the Satire against Mankind, then, Rochester, 
intensifies his attack on contemporary society, and pro
poses a return to action according to man5s natural common 
sense as the remedy0 The negative attack is on both contemp
orary ethics and epistemplogy, and is balanced by the positive



proposal of the libertine Meal, like Hobbes, Rochester 
opposes Idle speculation In favor of Immediate practical 
'action, but he differs from Hobbes as regards what principle 
underlies such aot!on--ma,n% natural common sense or a 
deductive reason obtained through “industrgF*1 Moreover, he 

.attacks contemporary society and its statesmen, the fruition 
of Hobbes 9s entire system; in his satire Upon Ho thing Roch
ester summarises his basic- agreements and disputes with 
Hobbes. \ \ - '

The satire Upon Hothing was written sometime after 
1676, appearing on a broadside in 1679» It is one of the 
most delightful of the satires--parodying scholasticism in 
scholastic terms-— and illustrates well Rochester8s attitude 
toward speculative, reason and civil government.
^ Y- ;;i •

HOTHING-1 thou Elder Brother ev8n to Shade,
That hadst a Being e 8re the World was made.
And (well fixt) art alone, of ending not afraid.

E 8re time and place were, time and place were not,
... When Primitive Ho thing something strait begot,
Then all proceeded from the great united— What.

. . 3 ■■■'■' '■ ■ ' ‘ ; :Something, the Gen8ral Attribute of all,
Sever8d from, thee, it's sole Original, -
Into thy boundless self must undistinguished fall.

4 .let something did thy mighty Bow8r command,
And from thy fruitful emptiness 8s hand.Snatch'd Men, Beasts, Birds, Eire, Air and Band.



5 ■ ■ . • ' ,Hatter, the wicked 6st off-spring of thy Race,
. By Form assisted, flew from thy Embrace,

And Re'hel Light ohscur'd thy reverend dusky Face0
.■ ■ ■ 6 . ■; ■ With Form,, and Matter, lime and Place did joyn.

Body, thy Foe, with thee did Leagues combine,
To spoil thy peaceful Realm, and ruine all thy Line/

But turn-Soat Time assists the-1 Foe in vain,
And brib'd by thee assists thy short-liv'd Reign,
And to thy hungry Womb drives back thy Slaves again„

: e:. V ■: v '.';.Sho' Mysteries are barr'd from Laiek lyes, .
And the Divine alone, with Warrant, pryes 
Into thy Bosom, where the truth in private lies,
.. . 9 ■. • ■ 'let this of thee the wise may freely say,
• Thou from the virtuous nothing tak'si away,
And to be part with thee the Wicked wisely pray, .

The sources of inspiration suggested by scholars for this •
poem are many# Oowley's Hymn to Light, the Book of Genesis,
the first verses of John's Gospel, the Aristotelian doctrine
of Form and Matter, and a statement of Hobbes in the fourth
chapter of the Leviathan that all names except those that
signify bodies, sense-impressions, parts of speech, or
relations between words are “insignificant sounds,n or
“names of nothing.” Certainly these first nine stanzas of
the poem are indebted to Ahistotle's doctrine of Form and
Matter, and Rochester's metaphysical.mockery of metaphysics
would win Hobbes's wholehearted approval. But the temper
changes in the last half of the poem when the poet begins
to make concrete applications:

^%into, Poems, pp, 77-79 <.
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Sr@at Negative, how vainly would the Wise,.
Enquire, define-, distinguish,, teach, devise?'
Didst thou not stand to point their dull Philosophiesc

' ■ . ' . ’ • n-: ;;-: : = •Is, or is not, the two great Ends of Eate, . .
And, true or false, the subject of debate,
That perfect, or destroy, the vast designs of Fate,

• V . 12 ' . ■ ■When they have raclc°d the Politician's Breast,.
Within thy. Bosom mostvseifureiy
And, when fedue’d to thee, are least unsafe and best.

■ ; ■■But, lothing, why does Something still permit, 
that Sacred IIonarchs should at Gouncil sit,
With Persons highly thought at best for nothing fit,
' ■' : • ■  14 1 ■ ■ ''  ̂ ■■ ''Whilst weighty Something modestly abstains, .
From Princes Goffers, and from States-Men’s Brains,
And lothing there like stately lothing reigns,

 ̂ 15 ; ‘ ^  ■lothing who dwell’st with Fools in grave Disguise,
For whom they rev’rend Shapes, and Forms devise.
Lawn Sleeves, and Furs, and Gowns, when they, like thee 

- look wise.
■■■;. : ■ is ; , .'v.'French Truth, Dutch Prowess, British Policy,

Bibefhlan Beaming, Scotch Oivility,
Spaniards Dispatch, Danes Wit, are mainly seen in thee.

■■ ■ . . ■ : 17 . ' ;The great Man’s Gratitude to his best Friend,
Kings Promises, Whores ?Ows, tow’rds thee they bend,
Flow swiftly into thee, and in thee ever end.

When Rochester turns from general mockery to citing
the qualities of 9dull Philosophies” in stanza ten, hf©turns
upon Hobbes’s philosophy. Hobbes’s system possesses many of
the ’•rationalistic’* qualities cited here, and is famed for its
emphasis on exact definitions, Ihe attack upon Hobbes’s
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politically oriented system is sharpened when the "dull 
Philosophies" of the "Wise" aad the debates which "rack8d 
the Politician°s Breast" are assigned the same end-nothing0 
fhe Oouncilmen are "best for nothing fit," and "Something 
modestly abstains ".from "States-Men!'s Brains" where "stately . 
Wothing reignso" Such a persistent attack on government 
is an attack on Hobbes-s ideal, the 0ommonwealth, Rochester 
sees;government not as bringing order, but chaos to man9s 
life o The ridicule Is extended from philosophers and 
statesmen to include all society in stanza fifteen? lawn 
gowns, the lawyers and scholars. All are labeled fools and 
their dress the disguise of nothing. Jet the poet does 
not cease here, but extends his denunciation to include all 
the "civilized" world, and all is said to flow swiftly into 
nothing and "in thee ever end." While the absence in the 
poem of any recommended solution to oppose the dominance 
of nothing has led some scholars to regard it as the apos- • 
teophe to nihilism of a disillusioned poet approaching 
death, the tone of the. whole "’suggests a milder interpretation. 
Whether we read it as-a light parody or a serious condemn
ation, however, the importance of the poem for this study

®®In n letter.;to, Savile dated April, 1676 Rochester, 
confirms this view of ■ government’s ; "They who would be great in 
our little government, seem ‘as ridiculous to me as Schoolboys, ' 
who with much endeavour, and some danger, climb a Orabtree, 
venturing their necks' for Fruit which solid Biggs would 
disdain if they were not starving," Wilson, Letters, p. 41.



remains unchanged» it summarizes well Rochester0s lib
ertine denial of the value placed upon speculative reason 
by scholasticism, and on government by Hobbes,
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Sir Mmund Gosse, writing in 1892, conluSed M s
, introduction to Rochester"s poems in Ward8s English Poets
with one of the most memorable and oft-quoted statements
;in Rochester criticism; speaking of the satires he noted;
v: But the fact is that the muse of Rochester resembles
■ nothing so much as a 'beautiful child which,has wantonly 

rolled itself in the mud, and which has grown so dirty 
that the ordinary wayfarer would ra.ther pass it o.t 
hurriedly by, than do justice to its native charms. 4

Since Gossers,day some of the mud has been scraped away by 
the removal of many spurious poems from the Rochester canon; 
most of what remains rightfully belongs to Rochester. His:f 
kind of muse is, however, typical of the Court circle sur
rounding the Merry Monarch in the boisterous Restoration 
Period. lot so typical is Rochester8s thought, a complex 
blend of many of the intellectual currents of an especially 
colorful age that defjres simple categorization. The satires 
examined here, universally acknowledged to be among his very 
best, illustrate well the degree and nature of the complexity. 
He early adopted a set of principles, predominantly libertine, 
to which he consistently adhered, both in his poetry and 
social life. Libertinism, with its elements of opposition

1
^Rochester*1 in The English Poets. ed« Thomas Humphrey 

Ward (London, 1892), Vol.- II, p. 425.
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to orthodoxy3 reinforced, the natiirally individualistic bent >.

of his personality, making him prefer ostracism to any sort
goof compromiseo This individualism, recorded in his letters

and poetfy, is the reflection of a mind considerably more 
complex than has often been believed by those scholars to 
whom he was simply the ^perfect Hobbist,M seemingly devoted 
to versifying Hobbesffs philosophyo

The libertinism to which Rochester was exposed 
received renewed impetus from the disorder following upon 
the failure of the Gommonwealth0 A new and simple order 
was demanded, and quickly,, The libertine answer, which had 
been available throughout the century, was one of the simplest, 
offered s happiness and simple order lay in a return to man8s 
primitive natural state. The libertine saw contemporary 
man as moving away from nature, and he was violent in his 
opposition to the trend0 In place of speculation and the >'. vj. 
restrictions of Christian morality the skeptical libertine 
proposed a return to the Epicurean norm of the senses as ,
the source and test of truth, and to the more free and

In a letter to Savile dated October, 1667, Rochester 
writes: "Tho9 I am almost Blind, utterly Lame, and scarce
within reasonable hopes of ever seeing London again,AI 
am not yet so Wholly mortified and dead to the taste of all 
Happiness, not to be extreamly revived at the receipt of 
a kind letter from an old Friend, who in all probability 
might have laid me' aside in his Thoughts, or now quite for
got me by this time 0 I ever thought you an extraordinary 
Man, and must now think you such a Friend, who, being a 
Courtier, as you are, can love a Man whom it is the great 
Mode to hate,” Wilson, letters, p, 46,



^natural" hedonistic ethics of the Bpiomreans and Cynics=
His abhorrence at the trend of contemporary thought natur
ally led him to attack its outwardmanifestations--the church 
government, and schools— and to withdraw as much-as possible 
from participation in'any civic ©s&religious affairs 0

Each of these libertine principles appears con
stantly in Rochester8s life and works0 His wholehearted ' 
acceptance of libertinism is most powerfully demonstrated 
in his rejection of much, of Hobbes 8s thought, for the two 
systems are placed in polar positions in the satires, as 
the ideal contrasted to the aetualo In the "Epistolary 
Essay," one of Rochester's earliest satires, written before 
his twenty-second birthday, all of the principles central 
to libertinism are in evidence, and in a hardened east.
Equally evident is his rejection of a large portion ofi 
Hobbesean thought, and his qualified acceptance of a 
lesser part of it„ He indicts society for its dullness, slavish 
acceptance of traditional government and the customs of 
Christian morality, and he defends his attitudes and actions 
as being natural and based upon judgments derived from sense.
The libertine norm of nature as essentially good is advanced, 
and contemporary society is rejected and condemned for its 
failure to meet this standard. This identical pattern of 
measurement and condemnation is developed in all the 
following satires, as examination has shown, and in each the 
actual society Which is condemned is associated with Hobbeses
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Rochester and Hohhes agree in their insistence that 

’'philosophy*1 should concern itself, with man8s actions in the 
real, material world; the emphasis is on ethics and epistem- : 
ology- metaphysics is of importance only so far as it 
supports ethical principles. Rochester trusted to man8s V 
common sense and appetites to determine what is "natural|; 
nature was for him, as for the libertine, the only trust
worthy norm. In contrast Hobbes viewed man?s nature as 
essentially anti-social, and to follow the "rules61 of 
such a nature led only to chaos and perpetual warfare.
She only universally binding ethical rules are created "by 
man himself through the creation of a commonwealth with 
an absolute monarch who decides what is Sight and wrong, 
good or bad. Happiness begins for man with his escape;from 
the State of Nature and establishment of a commonwealth 
society. In Rochester8s libertine view happiness begins 
in escaping from such a prescriptive society and returning 
to nature.

With such a fundamental difference in starting point—  
their opposing views of nature— any agreement in thought 
becomes superficial, oftentimes ludicrous, Rochester 
describes man in commonwealth society in the terms Hobbes 
used to describe man in nature, and vice versa. Rochester 
saw man's history as a movement from order to chaos, Hobbes,



as a progress from anarchy to order0 Whem they agree in 
sueh minor matters as the purpose of poetry=»<=to delight and 
advance principles of moral hehavior— their accord is only 
superficial; the words used are the same but their application 
is based on entirely different conceptions of what constitutes 
moral behavior, They unite in -their antipolericalism and 
opposition to philosophical speculation, but the opposition 
of each is motivated by a different end, Hobbes opposed the 
dualism of past philosophy because it led away from 
practical concerns| Bochester opposed it becauselit led 
to an unresolvable doubt which deprived man of happiness.

If one is to call Rochester a “perfect Hobbist” 
from the quantity of Hobbist doctrine evident in his satires, 
he must ignore the.fact, that the Hobbist notions are usually 
attached or modified, thus also overlooking the “positive" 
element, in the satires. Certainly the norm by which Roch
ester measures society is far removed from both Hobbes 8s 
State of Hature and his Commonwealth? it is, in fact, a 
statement of libertine ideals.
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